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Preface

This thesis describes the results obtained during the graduation project as part
of the Master of Science (MSc) studies at the Department of Electrical Engi
neering at the Technische Universiteit Eindhoven (TU Ie). The project was part
of the Remote Elements Telescope Intelligent Network Architecture (RETINA)
project at the Electro-Optical Communications (ECO) chair of the Telecommu
nication Technologies and Electromagnetism (TTE) group of the department.

The report contains results of research that may lead to an implementation of
ultra-high speed Directly Modulated Lasers (DMLs) at a wavelength of 1300 nm
in the RETINA project. Two DMLs designed by Ortel Networks are subject of
study. A comprehensive theoretical, simulated and experimental validation is
given for the technique used. Experimental results are given of the two lasers
used in different ultra-high speed optical transmission schemes. In Appendix A
measurement results are given of a third laser used with improved (transmission)
characteristics. Unfortunately these results could not be explicitly included in
the report because this laser was only available in the final stage of the thesis.

Readers who are interested in the theoretical background of the semiconduc
tor laser and its behaviour at high-speed modulation should start with reading
chapters 2 and Appendix B. Readers interested in the developed simulation
software in MATLAB with a method to estimate the required laser parame
ters should start with chapter 3. A complete high-speed (10 and 20 Gbitls)
laser characterization can be found in chapter 4. The reader will find 20 Gbitl s
transmission experiments in chapter 5. Conclusions and Recommendations are
stated in chapters 6 and 7. Appendix A contains a complete ultra-high speed
(20 and 40 Gbitls) laser characterization and results on successful 40 Gbitls
transmission experiments.

For a proper understanding of the contents of this report, background know
ledge about physics and optical transmission systems is preferable.



Abstract

The Remote Elements Telescope Intelligent Network Architecture (RETINA)
project is concerned with developing a high-bitrate optical data transport net
work for the next generation telescope Low Frequency ARray (LOFAR). The
Virtual Core Network contains 25% of the LOFAR antennas; each generating
up to 2 Gbitls of data and aggregated datastreams of 160 Gbitls at distances
up to 5 km. The implementation of ultra-high speed directly modulated laser
diodes at a wavelength of 1300 nm could provide a low cost and simple solution
to handle the datastreams of the Virtual Core Network. This report contains
in brief the following results obtained from a study on ultra-high speed direct
modulation of three laser diodes that were available during the MSc thesis.

The characteristics of semiconductor lasers will be discussed in detail. The
concepts of Distributed FeedBack (DFB) and Multiple Quantum Wells (MQWs),
used to enhance the laser's performance, will be theoretically underpinned.
Equations describing high-speed laser behaviour will be derived.

The processes of developing the simulation software and estimating the laser
parameters are discussed in detail. Laser bandwidth calculations reveal band
widths of 30 and 40 GHz. Simulation output confirms certain laser behaviour as
stated above. A 40 Gbitl8 open eye-pattern can be generated by the simulated
laser, with parameters carefully matched with the experimental results.

Through laser characterizing experiments on rise and fall times, extinction
ratios and eye-widths at different bitrates the laser's measured response matches
with earlier given simulations and theories. The available 10GbE Ethernet lasers
of Ortel Networks are able to operate at a bitrate of 25 Gbitls in their current
set-up.

An open 40 Gbitl8 eye-pattern could not be measured, but the position of
the eyes were visible. Removal of components and connectors with a relatively
low electrical cut-off frequency should enhance the laser's response. In this case,
40 Gbitls optical data transmission at short distances is thought to be possible.

Pattern dependencies of the lasers are measured in a Back-To-Back (BTB)
set-up at 20 Gbitl8. Lowest measured penalty at a Bit-Error Rate (BER) of
10-9 for Pseudo-Random Bit Sequences (PRBSs) with longer sequences of log
ical 'l's is about 0.7 dB. 20 Gbitls optical transmission schemes are shown at a
wavelength of 1300 nm with and without a clock recovery. Error-free transmis
sion was measured in both schemes at a Standard Single Mode Fiber (SSMF)
lengths of 25.0 km and 37.5 km.

Experimental results are shown of a third, recently acquired, Directly Mod
ulated Laser (DML) with improved characteristics. A complete ultra-high speed
(20 and 40 Gbitls) laser characterization is given as well as successful 40 Gbitl8
transmission experiments.
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Chapter 1

General Introduction

Chapter 1 discusses a diverse amount of matter concerned with the MSc the
sis. Following sections contain general information about the national RETINA
project, the positioning of the thesis within RETINA, validation for the modu
lation technique used in the RETINA project and an overview of recent devel
opments and applications. The RETINAl project is part of the BraBant Breed
Band (B4) alliance2 . RETINA is designed for the application environment given
by a large area radio telescope called LOFAR3 .

1.1 B4 Mission Statement

B4 is a research alliance initiated by KPN, Lucent Technologies and the TU/e
in the area of Broadband Communication Technologies (BCT). It is formed to
advance the development of high capacity digital networks and supported ap
plications in The Netherlands. Its activities are closely related to the research
programmes of the COBRA Institute4 , in particular with its top research in
stitute National Research Combination (NRC) Photonicss. Main goals of the
alliance are to further enhance the strong position of The Netherlands in the
field of BCT as well as consistently create innovations for future products and
applications. The RETINA-project is a perfect example of the broadband solu
tion for the LOFAR application.

1.2 LOFAR Operating Principles

LOFAR is an aperture synthesis radio telescope array operating in the 10 
240 MHz frequency range. It consists of more than 13000 broadband dipole
antennas, spread out of a total area of about 350 km in diameter. The antennas
will be stationed along five arms (figure 1.1) in 168 groups or stations of 78
antennas. The central (core) area of about 5 km will contain about 25% of the

1RETINA homepage: http://www.brabantbreedband.nl/projects/RETINA/
2B4 homepage: http://www.brabantbreedband.nl/
3LOFAR homepage: http://www.LOFAR.org/
4COBRA homepage: http://www.cobra.tue.nl/
5NRC Photonics homepage: http://www.cobra.tue.nl/NRC.html
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antennas. Each antenna will generate a data stream up to 2 Gbitls, making the
totals 160 Gbitls per station or 26 Tbitl s for the whole LOFAR network.
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Figure 1.1: LOFAR network architecture [RETINA WP2 poster]

The received information from the sky is digitized at the antenna itself. The
RETINA multi-terabit optical data transmission network provides a medium
to transport the massive amount of generated data. The LOFAR concept with
its features requires a need for real-time processing of the data at the Central
Processor (CP) facility. Together with the need of data rates of 160 Gbitls,
only one medium can be used, the optical. Transport over copper is ruled out
because of the combination long distances-high bandwidth; transport over tape
is impossible because of the real-time operations. Microwave links and satellite
communication also lack sufficient bandwidth.

1.3 RETINA Network Architecture

The project RETINA is concerned with the realization and management of
a scalable, multi-terabit optical fiber network. The objective of the RETINA
project is [RETINA WP2 poster]:

"To define, develop, test and validate a scalable very-high-capacity
optical fiber network for the next generation radio telescope LOFAR"

The LOFAR network consists out of three main parts, namely the Virtual
Core, Inner Arm and Outer Arm (figure 1.1). Three different techniques are
proposed to transport the massive amount of data to the CP unit.

Virtual Core Network

In the virtual core, fiber lengths are short (up to 5 km). Still, forty stations
are located in this Central Area. On such a small distance, fiber attenuation will
not be an issue making the influence of fiber dispersion more important. Ultra
high speed point-to-point fiber links with DMLs in the 1300 nm region can be
used to cover the data transport. Researchers have already reached ultra high
datarates (up to 40 Gbitls 11]) with DML, a cheap and simple way for optical
data transmission.
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Proposed network architecture is a Space Division Multiplexing (SDM) to
have sixteen 10GbE point-to-point links per group of antennas or less links
with higher bitrates. An alternative might be a Wavelength Division Multiplex
ing (WDM) solution to save fiber but this introduces additional losses at the
transmitter- and receiver side,

Inner Arm Network

Each of the five arms of the Inner Arm Network contains 12 antenna stations.
Proposed operating window is again the 1300 nm-window. Telecom companies
are mainly operating in the 1500 nm-region so it is possible for them to either
share or lease a part of the RETINA network. Coarse WDM multiplexers and
de-multiplexers will be needed at nodes to distinguish the two wavelengths.

A similar network architecture as the Virtual Core can be used; long-range
10GbE lasers have reached over 60 km. From a cost-effective point of view,
replacing the sixteen fibers to each station by a WDM solution might be in
teresting. At this point also an Optical Time Domain Multiplexing (OTDM)
combined with SDM is being researched by the TV /e so only one wavelength
in the 1300 nm-region needs to be used per group. Each group will transmit on
its own fiber so the complete network of the inner arm can be designed on this
one wavelength.

Outer Arm Network

Each of the Outer Arms contains 12 groups of antennas. Transmission dis
tances are up to 200 km so at this point, fiber attenuation plays a significant role.
The 1500 nm-region will be used as transmission window. Most cost-effective
is the usage of a single fiber in each of the arms proposing the combination
OTDM/WDM transmission techniques to transport each of the 160 Gbit/s
streams on a different wavelength. Wide-band amplification through Raman
amplifiers is currently under research by the TV /e, promising simulation results
have been reported within the RETINA project.

1.4 Master of Science Thesis Formulation

As part of the RETINA project, the MSc thesis will be a study to explore the
highest achievable bitrate with direct laser modulation given the constraints of
a maximum transmission distance of 5 km over SSMF for applications in the
central area of the RETINA network. Simple and low-cost solutions are required:
Direct Laser Modulation (DLM) and simple receiver architectures. The thesis
will encompass the following tasks:

• Literature search of 1300 nm high speed lasers and laser applications for
short reach optical communications.

• Study of laser properties in general and under high speed modulation
conditions in particular.

• Examination of the trade-off between Extinction Ratio (ER), spectral
width, modulation frequency and receiver sensitivity by simulation and
experimental confirmation.
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• Depending on progress in the assignment to address issues as DFB versus
Fabry-Perot (FP) diodes, different types of fibers and the temperature
operating window of the laser diodes.

An active participation in the RETINA project is desired. The optical net
work research facilities of NRC Photonics will be available.

1.5 Outline of Report

The report starts with a general introduction about the position of the MSc
thesis in the RETINA project in chapter 1. A validation for the proposed (direct)
modulation technique follows in the subsequent section. Recent developments
using Directly Modulated Lasers (DMLs) and an overview of applications other
than RETINA conclude chapter 1.

Chapter 2 first introduces the reader to the basic concepts of semiconductor
materials. General lasing behaviour is explained and corresponding equations
describing this behaviour are given. Section 2.3 explains two techniques (DFB
and MQW) that can be used to enhance the standard laser with features like a
single-mode spectrum and high responsitivity. The next section discusses simple
modified equations to describe the behaviour of a DFB MQW laser.

In chapter 3 calculations are made with the equations derived in the previous
chapter. Unknown laser parameters forced the researcher to perform various fits
and analyses on models to retrieve a set of reliable device parameters. With all
model parameters, statements about bandwidth and ideal operating point can
be given. Finally in section 3.5 a simulation output is given for various bitrates
and laser settings in an attempt to confirm the earlier stated theory.

An extensive set of laser characterizing data is shown in chapter 4. Careful
analysis on ER, eye width and rise and fall times at 10 and 20 Gbit/ s reveal the
laser's behaviour at many different settings. A number of statements are made.
Experimentally determined optimal operating points are stated for ultra-high
bitrates. A comparison between simulated and measured bit sequences conclude
this chapter.

A pattern dependency of the lasers is experimentally confirmed in the first
section of chapter 5. Two successful error-free medium range optical transmis
sion experiments at 20 Gbit/ s (with and without clock recovery) are reported
and discussed in sections 5.2 and 5.3.

Conclusions of main results and the recommendations for improvements are
stated in chapters 6 and 7. Relevant supporting information is put in the Ap
pendices at the end of the report.

Appendix A however deserves some special attention: it shows experimental
results on a ultra-high bitrate of 40 Gbit/s. The recently acquired laser, designed
by NEL™, has a good performance at this bitrate. Careful analysis on ER, eye
width and rise and fall times at 20 and 40 Gbit/s reveal the laser's behaviour
at many different settings.

1.6 Direct Laser Modulation at 1300 nm

The concept of DLM is to modulate the optical output by superimposing a
varying current on the laser's bias current. In chapter 2, the coupled equations
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for the carrier and photon density are derived. The technique of DLM is very
simple and easy thus has a low cost in its operating costs.

A clear advantage in comparison with External Laser Modulation (ELM)
which uses expensive instruments. These instruments are not ideal and introduce
additional losses (~ 8 dB)6, this can be solved by placing an Erbium-Doped
Fiber Amplifier (EDFA) (1500 nm band) or a Semiconductor Optical Amplifier
(SOA) (1300 nm band) after the External Modulator (EMR) so increasing the
costs again. A major advantage of ELM is the ultra-high bitrate (40 Gbit/s) it
can reach with a high ER.

The performance of DMLs designed for 10GbE Ethernet decreases when op
erated at high (> 10 Gbit/ s) bitrates. Parasitic influences introduced by the
components or connectors other than the laser itself are one of the causes. Even
when the bandwidth of the laser is sufficient, the laser suffers from these par
asitic influences of the package. Unless the package and driving equipment is
designed for ultra-high bitrates, the laser will not be able to maintain its perfor
mance. Another disadvantage of DLM is that by modulating the carrier density,
the wavelength is also modulated (generating chirp) due to the linear relation
ship between the wavelength and the carrier density [2]. The frequency chirp in
combination with the dispersion in the optical fiber causes serious link penalties.

The usage of DML sources in the RETINA project to transport the genera
ted data in the Virtual Core Network seems obvious due to the low costs, ease
of installation and application-matched characteristics. Operating at short dis
tances in the 1300 nm band, attenuation and dispersion of the optical signal due
to the fiber are negligible. The combination of ER, eye-width and optical power
of the received optical signal has to be exactly good enough to have an error-free
transmission. Even with an error (BER7 ) of 10-9 , the coding of the datastream
can be used to perform signal reconstruction (Forward Error Correction coding
[3]). After the optical-electrical conversion the bitstream can be amplified and
reshaped by the circuitry.

The ideal settings concerning modulation depthS and ER and rise and fall
times (eye-width) need to be determined through experiments. The laser needs
to be operated at this point where it will have the fastest response on the bit
stream. Operating the laser at a low bias current will result in an undamped
optical response. This response will have a fast rise time due to the high 'on'
relaxation oscillation frequency, f(rel,on) , which occurs at a binary 01-transition.
It will also contain a slow fall time tlau due to the lower 'off'-relaxation oscilla
tion frequency, f(rel,ol f), occurring at a binary 10-transition.

When modulating with a specific peak-to-peak modulation current, the fol
lowing will happen when raising the bias current. The ER of the source and of
the laser response will decrease. Regarding the characteristic laser transfer func
tion, the relaxation oscillation frequency will increase and the 3dB bandwidth
does too. The damping factor r d will increase. So when f(rel,on) increases it also
experiences a higher damping factor. In contrast to f(rel,olf) which still grows
stronger than its damping. Net result is a loss of ER but a gain on responsitivity.
A balance needs to be found between damping and using the frel by finding an

6penalty measured during transmission experiments at the TU/ e.
7BER=10- 9 means one error-bit in one billion received bits

8Modulation depth m: m = /jmo/d • At gain-switched laser operation: m > 1, to destroy
b- til.

laser: m < 0, else 0 < m :S 1
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ideal match between the modulation depth and the laser response in terms of
ER, optical power and eyewidth.

1.7 Recent Developments 1300 nm DML

The tables 1.1 and 1.2 represent an overview of the recent developments for
1300 nm DMLs. Table 1.1 shows a 30 Gbitls experiment was already made in
1996 at a laser temperature of 85 K [4]. At the Optical Fiber Communication
Conference (OFC) in 2002 a 40 Gbitls experiment at room-temperature was
reported using the DML technique [1].

1.8 lJUra-High Speed DML Applications

Direct Laser Modulation (DLM) can be used in various applications beyond
the RETINA project. Communication between computer mainframes, ultra
high speed pulse source, Local Area Network (LAN) environment between of
fice buildings, video conferencing medium in offices, source in WDM networks,
backbone campus network, OC - 192 applications like routers, Dense Wave
length Division Multiplexing (DWDM) terminals and Synchronous Optical Net
work (SONET) ISynchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) Add-Drop Multiplex
ers (ADMs).



Table 1.1: Recent developments 1300 nm Directly Modulated Lasers; device characteristics
Ref. Pub. Date Bitrate Laser DFB/FP Laser Structure No. QW Width Cavity Detuning

[mm/yyyy] rOb'it/81 Material ofQW [nm] Length [11m] [nm]

[5 07/1987 16 InGaAsP FP Constr, Mesa

[6] 05/1990 5 FP

[71 08/1994 High Speed InGaA1As 1,5% Tens, Str. MQW 5 8 250

r81 05/1995 InGaAsP DFB 1% Compr. Str. MQW SCH 10 3.4 250 -15

[9] 08/1995 High Speed A1GaInAs Compr. Str. MQW SCH 7 200

[4] 02/1996 30 FP (1500 nm)

[10] 02/1996 InGaAsP 0.8% Compr. Str. MQW 280

[l1J 09/1999 10 InGaAsP OFB 0.7% Compr. Str. MQW 7 280

[12J 10/1999 InGaAsP DFB Compr. Str. MQW SCH 7
[13] 08/2000 10 DFB Str. MQW RWG 6 350 -10
[14] 09/2000 InGaAIAs DFB Rev. Mesa MQW SCH 5 300
[15] 09/2000 10 InGaAsP DFB Active RWG MQW FSBH 200
16 10/2000 12.5 A1GaInAs MQWRWG
17 11/2000 10 InGaAsP FP 0.8% Compr. Str. MQW 7 280

[18J 03/2001 20 InGaAsP DFB MQWRWG
19 03/2001 10 A1GainAs FP MQW RWG GRIN-SCH 10 200
20 OS/2001 10 A1GaInAs DFB MQW GRIN-SCH 10 300
21 OS/2001 10 A1GainAs DFB MQW GRIN-SCH 10 200 -10

{22] 08/2001 10 InGaAsP DFB MQW GRIN-SCH RWG 10 250 10 - 20
23 03/2002 10 InGaAsP DFB Buried Heterostructure
[1 ] 03/2002 40 InGaAsP DFB

[24] 03/2002 10 A1GaInAs DFB 1,5% Compr. Str. MQW RWG BH 7 250
[25] 03/2002 10 InGaAsP DFB 0.8% Compr. Str, MQW SCH 1] 6 250 +(4 - 10)
[26] 06/2002 2.5 InGaAsP DFB Compr. Str. MQW 9 -(5 - 10)
[27] 08/2002 10 InGaAsP DFB Strained MQW

[3] 09/2002 10.7 InGaAsP DFB Strained MQW

[28] 03/2003 10 InGaAsP DFB Str. MQW RWG Be-doped 300 4



Table 1.2: Recent developments 1300 nm Directly Modulated Lasers; experimental data at room-temperature
Ref. Pub. Date Bitrate f re ) fadB I thre• I bia• Irn.od Extinction Slope Elf. Pout Transmission 1

[mm/yyyy] [Gbit/8] [Gllz) [GJIzJ [mAJ [mAJ [rnA,pp) Ratio [dB] [mW(rnA] [rnW] PRBS-Distance

[5] 07/1987 16 15@h = 120 rnA 20 90 50 2.3 0.2 10 21.; - 1 Back-to-Back

[6] 05/1990 5 17 28 16 4 1 27 - 1 2km

[7J 08/1994 H.Sp. > 20 19 68 18

[9J 08/1995 H.Sp? > 15.6 > 23 66 14

[l1J 09/1999 10 > 10 18 80 8 223 - 1 Back-to-Back3

[13] 08/2000 10 > 8 15 56 8.4 231 - 1 IOkm 3

[14} 09/2000 10 12 14 8 10 0.22 5 223 - I > 20km 4

[16} 10/2000 12.5 15 227 - 1 Back-to-Back

[17 11/2000 10 > 10 18 223
- 1 Back-to-Back

[18 03/2001 20 > 20 65 66 7 1.4 215 -- 1 > 100km4

[19 03/2001 10 11.2 5 Back-to-Back5

[20J OS/2001 10 16 0.23 223 - 1 Back-to-Back3

[21] OS/2001 10 11.2 14 40 35 5 223
- 1 Back-to-Back3

[23] 03/2002 10 7.1 25 10 0.39 7 223 - 1 Back-to-Back 3

[1 J 03/2002 40 29@h = 150 rnA 15 140 80 3 17.4 Short piece of DCF

[24J 03/2002 10 14.5 3.9 48 50 7 0.29 10

[26J 06/2002 2.5 > 10 7 0.4 223
- 1 Back-to-Back3

[27J 08/2002 10 20 10 3 231 - 1 55km3 ,4

[28J 03/2003 10 7 8.11 12 40 4 0.42 11 27
- 1 Back-to-Back

1 All transmission over SSMF with NRZ-coding unless noted otherwise
2High Speed
3 Also report of experiments at higher temperatures
4Based on calculations after experiments with DSF
5Coding unknown; laser suitable for error-free transmission over 3km of SSMF without cooler



Chapter 2

An Introduction to
Semiconductor Lasers

Most semiconductors used for Integrated Circuits (ICs) are created on a sub
strate of Silicium (Si). Si is an intrinsic (indirect) semiconductor situated in
column IV of the Periodic Table of Elements (PTE). The used dopants (impu
rities) used to create acceptor or donor materials are either from column III or
from column V of the PTE. Most semiconductors used to create optical devices
such as Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) or LASER's are compound (direct) semi
conductors, for example the combination of Gallium (Ga) and Arsenide (As) or
more complex Aluminium (AI), Ga and As. Various kinds of dopants (i.e. Zinc
(Zn)) are used to create the n- and p-doped direct semiconductor.

This chapter gives an overview of principle concepts of semiconductors where
after advanced structures are discussed such as DFB and MQWs. Section 2.4
concludes with a number of equations to describe the dynamics of the MQW
DFB laser.

2.1 Semiconductor Principles

It is useful to define some common expressions used in describing the character
istics of semiconductor (optical) devices. Consider Silicium. When grown into
the Si-lattice, a III-atom (i.e. Indium (In)) will create a hole in the Si-lattice
because of its three bonding-electrons. This type of material is called acceptor
or p-doped material. Donor or n-material is created by growing a V-atom in the
Si-lattice leaving an extra bonding electron. The electrons in the n-doped ma
terial are the majority carriers as well as the holes in the p-doped material. The
holes in the n-doped material are the minority carriers just like the electrons in
the p-doped material.

2.1.1 Energy Band Diagram

Figure 2.1 is a schematical illustration of the energy band levels of n- and p
doped intrinsic material. It contains the valence band levels Ev , conduction
band levels E c , intrinsic Fermi levels E Fi 1 as well as the dopant Fermi levels

1In literature regularly indicated as 'rnidgap-energy'.
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EFA and E Fc ' At T = 0 K, all electrons are situated in the valence band Ev .

The intrinsic Fermi level is exactly in the middle of E v and E e . At T > 0 K, the
thermal energy will induce electrons to break their bonding in the lattice. These
will be able to travel through the material and give conducting characteristics
to the material [29].

>.
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<Il
<:e
u
<Il
W

r
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-00-00-..- ..-00-__ - __ --.-00-. EFO

----------------. Eo

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. E
Fi

(a)

>.
E'
<Il
<:
<Il
<:

~
<Il
W

r
_________ Ec

-------------------- E Fi

----------------. EA
_00-00-00-..-_._00-00-..- ..-. E FA

Ev

(b)

Figure 2.1: Doped semiconductor banddiagrams: (a) Acceptor (b) Donor ([29],
page 112)

After p-doped material is grown next to n-doped material, a carrier drift
is observed. The majority carriers are diffusing towards the pn junction and
recombine. This diffusion is caused by the difference in the Fermi levels EFA

and EFc as can be seen in figure 2.2.

E

.~-:.;.:_---"T""---- Ec
E evth i Ec I .-:_ _9_ E Fi

Effi------------j--~~-~----- -------Ef,
E - - - - - - - - - .i.'- I : Ev'A

~ : -=r-------------

Figure 2.2: Banddiagram pn-junction ([30], page 420)

After reaching a diffusion-equilibrium, a carrier-free region (depletion region)
remains present at the junction causing an internal threshold voltage. Such a pn
structure is called a diode. Various kinds of diodes exist with most interesting for
optical communications the Photo Diode (PD) and the LED. Next discussions
will concentrate on the LED and its predecessor the LASER enhanced with
DFB and MQWs
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2.1.2 Semiconductor Bandgap

Regarding the energy bands in the (E, k)-space2 , they are varying and have
minima and maxima. The energy-difference between the maximum of E v and
the minimum of E c is called the bandgap E g with

(2.1.1)

Two different kinds of semiconductor materials exist, namely direct and
indirect semiconductors. A difference in material causes a difference in energy
band structure between the two which can be seen in figure 2.3.

Conduction band

':._':._=-

Ep~oton =hv - - - - - - I- E g,indir:tj - - - - - - - Ephonon

_ _ _ _ _ ~g,direct _l_ __ Ephoton=hv-Ephonon

-+-+~+~~-+~+ +~~++

Valence band
(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: Semiconductor energy bands: (a) direct; (b) indirect ([31], page 149)

The recombination process is the most efficient in direct semiconductors.
When recombination takes place in such a semiconductor, an energyquantum
(a photon) with a frequency v is being emitted by the electron such that

Eg = hv (2.1.2)

with Planck's constant h. Through A = c/v, the wavelength of the emitted
photon can be calculated. With c the speed of light in vacuum.

2.2 Basic Light Emitting Structures

2.2.1 Generation of Light

A carrier in a semiconductor is characterized by its energy E and by its mo
mentum or wavevector k. The wavevector is given by the following equation
[2][32]

k = 27r
A

(2.2.1)

In order for an electron to have a successful radiative transition from E v to
E e , conservation of energy and momentum is required such that

2With k as the wavevectorj see equation 2.2.1
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E e = E v + hv

k e k v + k p

(2.2.2)

(2.2.3)

The photon wavevector k p is about 1000 times smaller than the electron
wavevector k v so kp can be neglected ([32], page 455). As can be seen in fig
ure 2.3(b), indirect semiconductors need another another particle (a phonon) to
meet the energy and momentum conservation requirement. A radiative transi
tion will occur, but less probable than in direct semiconductors so the generated
light is weaker. The LED made of Gallium Phosphide (GaP) co-doped with Ni
trogen (N) is an example; it radiates green light [32].

To make radiative recombinations even more efficient, is it necessary to con
fine the carriers in a small developer-defined area. In order to increase the output
intensity, a confinement of the laser modes has to be integrated in the laser struc
ture. Layouts ranging from homojunctions, single and double heterostructures
have been developed. Widely used for Mbit/s communication systems is the
double heterostructure LED. The double heterostructure provides both carrier
and mode confinement.

Ga
1

_yAlyAs
GaAs Ga

1
_
X
AI As

§:- active x ~
region

___.........t 11-----
I I
I I
I I

energy band
diagram

refractive
index

mode field

Figure 2.4: Double heterostructure ([31], page 151)

It traps the majority carriers by means of two strong barrierpotentials, thus
forcing the recombination to take place in this 'active' area. Guidance of the
light occurs through the dielectrical waveguide created by the different refractive
indices of the used materials.

Due to a slow response time, a small modulation bandwidth and the multi
mode spectrum, LEDs are not suitable for Gigabit communication systems.

2.2.2 Amplification of Light

The acronym LASER stands for Light Amplification by the Stimulated Emis
sion of Radiation (LASER). In Pollock [32] a classical joke is mentioned: "To be
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accurate, the Amplification should be replaced by Oscillation, but the resulting
acronym in this case is not very motivating" . Light amplification through oscil
lation is achieved by partial reflection of the lightwave at the end facets of the
active area. The reflected optical energy stimulates the confined electrons in the
conduction band to recombine with the confined holes in the valence band. The
stimulated emitted photons will be in phase with the optical wave. A higher
density of carriers in the active layer will result in a higher optical gain. Once
the cavity losses are compensated by the optical gain, lasing action occurs.

A laser based on this principle is the FP laser. However, due to the large
and broad lasing cavity, multiple transversal- and longitudinal modes exist in
the FP's far-field pattern (figure 2.5a). Longitudinal modes are multiples of
Aosc that fit in the lasing cavity, so different frequency components are visible
in figure 2.5b. Transversal modes exist due to the cavity dimensions. Multiple
modes can exist per longitudinal mode.

"-osc
longitudinal modes

(b)(a)

transversal
modes //

/

/
/

/

Gaussian
output profile

..........,/
", ,,, ,

Figure 2.5: Fabry Perot laser: (a) far field pattern ([31], page 163); (b) output
spectrum

Interesting rates during laser operation are the spontaneous emission rate,
rsp , the stimulated emission rate rc--+v and the absorption rate rv--+c [2] according
to

rsp(E)

rv--+c(E)

rc--+v(E)

Ac--+vPc(Ec)Pv(Ev)fc(Ec)(l - Iv(Ev))

= Bv --+ cPc(Ec)Pv(Ev)(l- Ic(Ec))lv(Ev)

Bc--+vPc(Ec)Pv(Ev)fc(Ec)(l- Iv(Ev))

(2.2.4a)

(2.2.4b)

(2.2.4c)

with the bandgap energy E (eq. (2.1.1)) , the electron state densities Pv
and Pc in the valence- and conduction band, respectively, the occupation prob
abilities Iv and Ic for electrons in the valence- and conduction band and the
constants Ac--+v, B c--+v and Bv--+c'

The probabilities Iv and Ic are described by a Fermi-Dirac statistic [2.1[29].
The constants Ac--+v, Bc--+v and Bv--+ c are equal to each other3 [2]. Defining the
net stimulated emission as the difference between the stimulated emission rate
and the absorption rate, it is clear optical gain will occur when the inversion

3According to Einstein's relation at a thermal equilibrium.
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condition is met (fc(Ec) > fv(Ev))4. By injecting a high density of majority
carriers in the active area of the FP laser, inversion population can be reached.

2.2.3 Dynamics and General Rate Equations

In order to study the dynamics of the laser diode, equations to calculate N(t),
S(t) and the phase change ¢(t) have to be derived. When these equations are
known, the frequency chirp5 (.6.lI(t) ~ d¢(t)/dt) and the optical power (P(t) ~
S(t)) can be calculated.

A simple general equation can be set up for N(t) [2] in the z-dimension.
This rate equation relates the injected carrier rate with the spontaneous carrier
absorption rate and the stimulated carrier absorption rate such that

qV Tn

dN
dt

I(t) N(t) rS(t)rv --+ c-----
V

(2.2.5)

with I(t) the injected current into the active area, q the charge of an elec
tron, V the cavity volume, r the optical confinement factor and Tn as the carrier
lifetime. The carrier lifetime Tn is strongly dependent on the (radiative) spon
taneous emission recombination and the (non-radiative) spontaneous Auger re
combination. Carrier leakage outside the active area is also effecting the Tn.

When the current I(t) is raised during lasing operation, most of the extra in
jected carriers will recombine and contribute energy to the traveling optical
modes through the stimulated emission process.

The traveling Electro-Magnetic (EM)- field confined in the waveguide is in
duced by the traveling photons. In order to derive an equation for the photon
density S(t) Maxwell's equations will be used. The traveling E-field in the di
electrical waveguide of the FP laser can be described by [30]

E(r, t) = E(x, y)expi(wt-;~z) (2.2.6)

With w as the angular frequency and f3 as the propagation constant. The
traveling mode field is a solution of the wave equation which is derived from
Maxwell's equations by

(2.2.7)

With ko = wVJifO = (27f)/).., as the earlier stated wavevector and n as the re
fractive index. The optical power P is proportional to the square of the traveling
mode field E. To derive a similar simple equation like eq. (2.2.5) for the pho
ton density S(t) two assumptions are made regarding the traveling mode field.
It will be considered at z = 0 and regarding figure 2.5(b), E will vary slowly
around the oscillation angular frequency Wos c ' Petermann [2] derives with these
two conditions the relation between the photon number S(t) and the absolute
square of the normalized complex field amplitude E(t). This equation can be
rewritten including a term for the phase ¢(t) as follows

40ccupation probability for electrons at the conduction band is larger than the occupation
probability at the valence band

5Chirp is the spectral broadening of a modulated source.
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S(t)

dS
dt =

I E(t) 12= E(t) . E"(t)

d(E(t). E"(t))

dt
dE" dE

E(t)di + E"(t)(jj

(2.2.8)

(2.2.9)

or, equal to (2.2.8) but now with the phase ¢(t)

E(t) = JS(i)expi</>(t)

So we can write for d¢/dt

(2.2.10)

d¢
dt

_I_1m [E" (t) dE(t)]
S(t) dt

W - Wos c = 27r(v - vosc ) (2.2.11)

with Wos c the fundamental oscillation frequency. After inserting the, in Pe
termann [2] derived6 , equation for E(t) in equation (2.2.9), a general equation
can be stated for S(t)

dS ( ) S(t)Cit = r r sp + S(t) . rv --+ c - ~ (2.2.12)

Equation (2.2.12) can be interpreted as the generated photons by sponta
neous and stimulated emission minus the absorbed photons. The photon lifetime
Tp is determined by the amount of absorption in the laser cavity as well as losses
introduced by the reflective ends of the cavity.

In Petermann, (v - vosc ) is related to the carrier density by

( ) vosc 8 J.Le ( )v - v = - - - N - Nth
osc lie 8N r

(2.2.13)

with J.Le the effective refractive index and Nthr as the threshold carrier den
sity. Substituting (2.2.13) in (2.2.11) will result in the general equation for the
phase change under modulation according to

d¢(t) = _ Wos c 8J.Le (N _ N )
dt - 8N thrJ.Le

(2.2.14)

with a = 8J.L~/8J.L~ the linewidth enhancement factor, vg = clie the mode
group velocity and 8g/8N the differential gain, equation (2.2.14) becomes

d¢(t) _ ~ 8g (N _ N )
dt - 2avg 8N thr

(2.2.15)

6The derivation given by Petermann for E(t) takes three pages and goes beyond the scope
of this paragraph. The resulting rate equation for S(t) falls within the scope.
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2.3 Advanced Structures

Attenuation and dispersion7 are two important factors that limit high speed long
distance optical datatransmission. In a simple transmission system of laser-fiber
photo diode, various parts can be optimized to reduce negative effects on the
sent/ traveling/received optical signal.

For example, the fiber is characterized by its attenuation and dispersion
curves. Both curves have their optimum operation- wavelength. Unfortunately,
the zero-dispersion operating wavelength is at 1310 nm and the minimum
attenuation operating wavelength is at 1550 nm. Researchers can shift the
zero-dispersion point to i.e. a wavelength of 1550 nm (creating a Dispersion
Shifted Fiber (DSF)). The minimum-attenuation point however is unchange
able. The attenuation curve can be optimized (like the 'True-Wave@'-fiber of
Lucent Technologies) by removing the OH-ions that cause an attenuation-peak
around 1400 nm.

A suitable laser for high speed long distance optical datatransmission should
have a large gain with a fast response time, a high bandwidth and a single
mode spectrum. The spectrum should stay single-mode even under modulation
to decrease the effects of dispersion during transmission. A large gain increases
the power budget available for transmission. Obviously, a high bandwidth is
needed to have a high speed transmission. Fast response of the laser is needed
for high speed modulation.

Grating structures like Distributed FeedBack (DFB) (figure 2.6(a)) are used
in the lasing cavity to force a dynamic single-mode spectrum. Multiple Quantum
Wells (MQWs) (figure 2.6(b)) are grown in the active layer to enhance the
response time, bandwidth and gain characteristics.

2.3.1 Distributed FeedBack

The general coupled-wave equations (B.15a) and (B.15b) are for a passive wave
guide with a periodic corrugation (grating) like in figure 2.6(a). A complete
derivation can be found in Appendix B. A DFB laser is a laser with a periodic
corrugation in the guiding layers (an active device). To describe its character
istics, the general coupled-wave equations need to be modified. The DFB laser
has got sufficient gain at the frequencies where the propagation constant will
approximate the Bragg value of /30 = lIT/ A (see Appendix B, page 99). The
coupled-wave equations will be modified by adding gain terms, so when", = 0
(zero coupling) the intensity will exponentially grow along the -z or +z-axis.
With", = 0 the cavity acts as a regular amplifying medium [30]. The coupled
wave equations inherit a gain term 'Y such that

(2.3.1a)

(2.3.1b)

dA~+)

dz
dA~-)

dz

with 'Y the exponential gain constant of the medium, '" as the coupling coef
ficient and /:::,,/3 = (/38 - /30) (see Appendix B). The coupling strength ",L (with L

7Broadening of the pulse as it travels along the glassfiber. It can cause Inter Symbol
Interference (lSI) at the receiver.
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Figure 2.6: Advanced structures: (a) DFB structure ([31]' page 164); (b) Quan
tum Well structure ([32], page 484)

the cavity length) of the grating is related to the cavity loss. It is an important
characteristic of the DFB laser because it influences the photon lifetime T p of
the DFB laser ([2], page 51). Recall the link between cavity loss and Tp was
already made in paragraph 2.2.3.

As stated earlier in Appendix B, a constructive interaction between a forward
and a backward traveling waves will occur when both waves have the same
frequency and f3 =:! f30 (so exz}2(f:,.{3)z ~ 1 in (2.3.1a and b)). At this operating
point, the total field in the waveguide can be approximated by [30]

E(z) E r + E i

= A'(-) (z)exz}{3' Z+ A'(+)(z)exp-j{3' Z (2.3.2)

with the reflected wave Er and the incident wave Ei . The derivatives of the
traveling waves vary according to

A' (-) (z )exp-'Z

A'(+) (z)exp'Z

(2.3.3a)

(2.3.3b)

Combining previous expressions (2.3.3a) and (2.3.3b) with the modified
coupled-wave equations (2.3.1a) and (2.3.1b) will result in similar expressions
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Figure 2.7: Forward and backward traveling intensities in an active medium
with corrugated waveguide ([30]' page 504)

like (B.15a) and (B.15b). Only difference is the substitution of the term /:::"(3 by
/:::"(3 + f'y.

Next step is to derive oscillation conditions for the DFB laser. Consider a
cavity of with a corrugation of length L. Equations (2.3.1a) and (2.3.1b) will be
solved for an incident wave at the corrugation at 1= 0 (=> A(-)(L) = 0). With
the substitution for /:::"(3 this results in expressions for Ei(z) and Er(z) [30]. The
oscillation condition can be found in the denominator of these derived expres
sions. Fulfilling this condition, the reflectance [Er(O)j Ei(O)] and transmittance
[Ei(L)jEi(O)] of the cavity become infinite. So both the backward and forward
traveling wave are being amplified.

The DFB oscillation condition is as shown below

(, - j/:::,,(3) sinhSL = S coshSL (2.3.4)

with

It is important to derive threshold values for I and /:::,,(3 with the oscillation
condition. This is done by rewriting (2.3.4) to

S - (r - j/:::,,(3) exp2SL = -1
S + (, - j/:::,,(3)

(2.3.6)

Evaluating (2.3.6) results in approximations for the oscillating mode fre
quencies Wm and the threshold gain 1m [30] according to

Wm = Wo - (m + ~)~
2 nellL

exp(2"1m L ) 4

,;' + (/:::,,(3);' ,..2

(2.3.7)

(2.3.8)

with m the mode frequency number. Equation (2.3.7) clearly shows no os
cillation takes place at the Bragg angular frequency Woo Equation (2.3.8) shows
the threshold gain will be the same for modes with the same mode spacing
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I W - Wo I or the same I 6./3 I. Combining these two threshold conditions, two
frequencies will be dominant in the DFB's spectrum, symmetrically placed left
and right of the Bragg frequency woo Apparently, the forward and backward
reflected waves at Wo have destructive interference in the grating structure. A
method to create a constructive interference is to change the phase with respect
to each other by half a period. This can be done by adding an extra piece of per
turbation 6.L = 11./2 to the grating structure, usually in the middle. In terms of
wavelength, 11./2 is equal to a quarter wavelength. Most single-mode operating
DFB lasers are thus" A/4-shifted". An other solution to get a single-mode spec
trum is to coat the facets asymmetrically to attenuate the forward or backward
traveling waves.

2.3.2 Multiple Quantum Wells

A major benefit of a Quantum Well (QW) structure is its high optical gain
compared with a heterostructure (at bulk lasers). A QW can be created by
growing a very thin layer of semiconductor material on the active area of a
heterostructure. A closer look will be made at the difference in density of states
and the difference in energy band diagrams. The density of states function Pc(Ec)
for an electron in the conduction band can be described as a function of the
energy E c it contains with respect to the bandgap Eg [32] such that

1 (2m*)~Pc(Ec)dEc = 211"2 ----;{2 JE c - EgdEc (2.3.9)

with m* the electron's effective mass and n= h/ (211"). Equation (2.3.9) is
valid for E c 2: Eg. It is clear the density of states Pc(Ec) will decrease with a
decreasing value of E c .

Consider a three-dimensional cavity in order to evaluate differences between
the heterostructure and the QW structure. The allowed modes within the ca
vity have three discrete components in their wavevector. In contrary to (2.2.1)
the total general wavevector k(r) can also be written in terms of the cavity
dimensions as [32]

with

(2.3.10)

mi = 1,2, ... (2.3.11)

with the cavity dimensions ai' As mentioned before, a QW is a very thin
layer of some tens of Angstroms grown on the active layer. Defining L z as the
thickness (height) of this layer and substitute this in (2.3.11), it is clear k z

becomes very large. The width L y and depth Lx of the QW are much larger
(microns) so the difference between the individual discrete values at ky and kx

is much smaller than at kz . This means

6.kz = k(z,mj) - k(z,m;J » 6.ky = k(y,mj) - k(y,m;J (2.3.12)

A property of each individual term of the wavevector k(r) is that it can
never equal to zero. Figure 2.8 shows the allowed k.p values in the ksp space for
the QW structure with sp = x, y, z.
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Figure 2.8: Quantum Well wavevector space ([32]' page 482)

No energy states are possible until the energy of electron has reached the
first possible value for k z , k(z,o)' When k(z,p) > JrI L z = k(z,o) + k(z,rest) with
k(z,rest) < JrI L z , the energy level E of the electron is according to

(2.3.13)

Unlike bulk materials where the minimum energy to occupy the conduction
band is the bandgap energy E g • The electrons can not easily go to the next
discrete value of k z (2· k(z,o)) because the levels are at quite an energy-distance.
The remains of energy E rest is used by the electron to occupy the x and y states
at the current z-state. Many states are available due to the large dimensions of
Lx and L y . To derive a relation for the density of states at a specific k(z,p), it is
useful to first determine the amount of modes exist for a certain value of k(z,p)

with k(z,o) < k(z,p) < 2 . k(z,o). The relation will be based on the k-planes as
shown in figure 2.8.

The following characteristics are known of the first plane. The height of this
volume is JrIL z with an area of k;y 14. Each coordinate has two possible spins
and occupies a volume Jr3ILxLyLz of k space. The number of modes N can be
given by [32]

(2.3.14)

(2.3.15)

The mode density is [32]

dN Jr Jr3

-dk = Jrkxy L L L L
xy z x y z

It is suitable to rewrite equation (2.3.15) in terms of the total wavevector
k. The result can be converted into terms of energy by using E = (hk)2/2m"
in the equation8 . The resulting density of states equation is given below with

8Energy related to momentum of a free particle [32][29J.
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k(z,o) < k(z,p) < 2 . k(z,o) so the energy balance is according to (2.3.13) [32].

21

1 (2m-) ( 1f )p(E)dE = 21f2""""""if2 L
z

dE (2.3.16)

The density of states, for a given discrete value of kz , is independent of the
energy. This is illustrated in figure 2.9.

- -- - - ---.----~

m=1

Density of states

Figure 2.9: Density of states for Bulk- and Quantum Well Lasers ([32], page
484)

The energy-independency of the state density is the most important differ
ence between bulk (heterostructure) lasers and QW lasers. Where at bulk lasers
the states with the highest occupation probability have the lowest density, the
QW laser already has a large density of states available at the lowest energy
states. SO QW lasers can supply a large gain with a small number of carriers.
Usually Multiple Quantum Wells (MQWs) have been grown in the active layer
to further enhance the gain characteristics of the laser. Various designs have
been developed to enhance trapping the carriers in the QW. The usage of an
extra potential well around each individual QW is mostly used. Due to the small
size of the QW, the confinement factor r at MQW lasers is a lot smaller com
pared with bulk lasers. The mode is too wide (~ 2/lm) in comparison with the
width of a QW (~ 5 nm) so only a small portion will experience gain. This is
partly compensated by increasing the number of the wells (Multiple Quantum
Wells Laser; MQW Laser).

2.4 Dynamics of MQW DFB Laser

2.4.1 Modification General Rate Equations

The general rate equations for N(t), S(t) and ¢J(t) as derived on pages 14 and
15 can be rewritten into general expressions valid for most high speed lasers.
With some assumptions a simple but reasonable accurate set of equations can be
stated. For example, a single-mode operation of the laser, neglection of carrier
diffusion, uniform carrier injection, neglection of carrier and photon variations
along the laser cavity, neglection of noise and optical feedback, linear relation
between the optical gain and the carrier density N and saturation of the differ
ential gain at high photon densities S due to the gain-compression coefficient
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I;g. This coefficient includes effects as spectral hole burning and dynamic carrier
heating on the response of the laser.

With these assumptions, the following rate equations can be used to describe
the dynamics of MQW DFB laser [33][34.1[35]

dN I(t) N(t) go(N(t) - Ntr)S(t)
(2.4.1a)-----

dt qV Tn 1 + I;gS(t)

dS fgo(N(t) - Ntr)S(t) (3spfN(t) S(t)
(2.4.1b)

dt
+ --

1+ I;gS(t) Tn T p
d¢>

~ 0: [f go (N (t) - Ntr ) - ~] (2.4.1c)
dt 2 T p

with 90 the gain slope constant, given by 90 = vgao (vg as the mode group
velocity and ao the active layer gain coefficient), 0: as the linewidth enhance
ment factor, Ntr the carrier density at transparency and (3sp as the spontaneous
emission factor. The spontaneous emitted photons will couple to all the modes,
not only the fundamental mode, so (3sp is a rather small factor (at single-mode
operation). Scientists have not yet agreed how to represent the non-linear effects
in the rate equations. The term 1/(1 + I;gS) can also be found in literature as
(1 - I;gS) or (1/(1 + I;g5)1/2 [36]. However, for large photon densities the term
1/(1 + I; g 5) obtained best numerical results [35].

With the rate equations previously listed, the optical power P(t) and the
frequency chirp 6.//( t) can be calculated by [33]

P(t)

6.//(t)

V11o h// 5(t)
2fTp

1 dc/>( t)
---
211" dt

(2.4.2)

(2.4.3)

with 110 as the external efficiency (laser-fiber coupling losses) and // as optical
frequency.

2.4.2 Intensity Modulation Transfer Function

A small signal analysis of the current, photon density and carrier density will
be used to derive the transfer function of the laser. The current I(t) will vary
sinusoidally around a Direct Current (DC)-value 10 with an amplitude 6.1 and
angular (modulation) frequency w. Responses in carrier- and photon densities
are described according to

I(t)

N(t)

S(t)

10 + 6.1 . expiwt

N + 6.N . expiwt

= S + 6.5 . expiwt

(2.4.4a)

(2.4.4b)

(2.4.4c)

with N and S are the steady-state densities for the carriers and photons,
respectively. The small-signal transfer function is given by [32]

(2.4.5)
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Substituting equations (2.4.4a, b and c) in the rate equations (2.4.1a and
b) will result in useful expressions for (2.4.5). Higher order harmonic terms are
neglected (2w, 3w, ...) as well as the terms which become very small like those
containing the products .6.N.6.S. The approximation of the normalized HIM
becomes [33]

z
(j27['1)2 + j27[' IY + Z

(2.4.6)

with

S - 1 1 1
Y = go--- - rgo(N - Ntr ) . + - + -

1 + tgS (1 + t gS)2 Tn Tp

S 1 r~ - 1 1
Z = go + (f3sp - l)-'-(N - N tr ) 2 + -

1 + tgS T p Tn (1 + tgS) TnTp

Rewriting equation (2.4.6) in a more accessible way results in [34]

2Wo
HIM(W) = - 2 2 . r

Wo - W + JW d
(2.4.7)

with

W 27['1

Wo 27['/0 = vz
r d Y

Plotting H(w) = 10log I HIM(W) 1
2 in figure 2.10 shows the typical shape of

the second-order transfer function.
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Figure 2.10: Intensity Modulation small-signal transfer function

Equation (2.4.7) indicates H(w) equals to 0 dB at w = O. The denominator
of (2.4.7) causes the peak and the fall-off after the peak seen in the figure. The
fall-off is caused by the imaginary part that contains w and rd. At high values
for w, the total fraction (2.4.7) goes to zero. This effect is intensified by the
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damping factor rd. The angular relaxation oscillation frequency (wred is found
by evaluating the poles of (2.4.7) by [34]

Wrel = Jw5 - ~~ = Jz _ ~2

Equation (2.4.8) equals to the exact solution in the paper written by Car
tledge et al.[33] The relaxation oscillation frequency is a present in the lasers
response due to the interaction between carrier and photon densities. Putting a
step-pulse input current will cause the amount of carriers to increase. The rate
equations are coupled so an increase in carriers results in an increase in photons.
A large quantity of photons actually consumes many carriers thus the carrier
density decreases again below the steady state density. This process continues
until equilibrium is reached, the carrier and photon steady state densities.

The relaxation oscillation frequency and the damping factor are proportional
to the photon density. A higher density implicates a higher relaxation oscilla
tion frequency as well as a higher damping. Raising the bias current will result
in an increase of the relaxation oscillation frequency, but at a certain point
gain saturation and high damping significantly damp the relaxation oscillation
frequency.

2.4.3 Bandwidth Characterization and Optimization

The relaxation oscillation frequency is a limiting factor on the bandwidth of
the laser. The bandwidth of the laser can also be extracted from figure 2.10. It
is the transfer function's 3 dB-point, W3dB. Both characteristic frequencies are
related by [34]

W3dB = J1 + h .Wrel (2.4.9)

(2.4.10)

Various simplifications of the equation of Wrel have been proposed in litera
ture. Every author has its own approximations. For example, Bowers [34] states
Wrel ,..., Jp(t), while Bjerkan [35] relates Wrel ,..., VIo - Ith . In order to reach the
highest relaxation oscillation frequency, a number of design considerations have
been published [34]. Decrease the waveguide width and increase carrier confine
ment (to increase S (t)), cooling the laser or good heat sinking (to increase go),
decrease cavity length (to reduce Tp ), usage of transparent window structures (to
reduce mirror damage), reduce Ith (to increase S(t) above Ilh ). The relationship
found in Petermann [2] illustrates these dependencies according to

f - ~J S(t)goreI -
Tp V

With the usage of MQWs and a DFB grating-structure most of the design
considerations have been implemented achieving bitrates over 40 Gbitl s. [1]

Another important bandwidth limiting factor is the parasitic frequencies
introduced by the package of the laser. A detailed analysis is found in Bowers
[34] where a circuit analysis is made of a packaged laser connected to a 50n wire
(R s ). The laser's internal resistance is R of 4n. To have a sufficient bandwidth
of 50 GH z not limited by the parasitics, the capacitance should be below 0.9 pF
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and the inductance below 200 pH. A fast calculation by fpar = 1/(27fRC) results
in fpar > 44 GHz (R = 4f1,C = 900 fF).

Bowers states equations, as derived by R.S. Tucker, that related the 3dB
bandwidth and the relaxation oscillation frequency to laser performance. Ex
pressions for generated digital bit sequences are given to calculate the maxi
mum achievable bitrate and maximum achievable rise and fall times (10% 
90%,90% - 10%).[34]

Maximum achievable bitrate, Bmax

Bmax = 1.2· hdB

Maximum rise- and fall times, t r and t f

0.15
tr =-

frel
0.39

tf=
frel

(2.4.11)

(2.4.12a)

(2.4.12b)

A universal approximately linear relationship between the squared relaxation
frequency and the damping factor is shown in [36J. The so-called K -factor which
relates these two quantities can be used make a prediction of the 3dB-bandwidth
of the laser. When inserting the expression r d c:::: K f;el in (2.4.7) and equaling
the result to 1/2, hdB can be expressed as

(2.4.13)



Chapter 3

Sin1.ulation of Laser
Responses

Next to a theoretical basis for the discussion of laser characteristics, it is useful
to have a program that simulates the laser response. With a tuned simulation,
responses on ultra-high bitrates can be simulated. A simulation is a cheap,
fast and easy way to do experiments with a PC. Moreover, you can try any
input settings to drive the laser to extremes without destroying the device.
Unfortunately the laser parameters were unknown. However, through a fitting
of two models on the laser's Intensity Modulation (1M) response an approximate
parameter set for simulation purposes could be derived [33].

This chapter discusses the procedure of creating the complete simulation and
reports simulation results. This procedure is partly based on a paper written by
J.C. Cartledge and R.C. Srinivan in 1997 [33]. Two lasers were available during
the graduation project, both developed and produced by Ortel Networks™
but marketed by Agere Systems™ and sold as type D1861A 1 and both will
be regarded in the following chapters.

3.1 The Simulation Program

If the laser parameters are available, the software developed by the Virtual Pho
tonics Institute (VPI)TM (i.e. VPI Transmissionmaker©) is a great medium to
perform system simulations. Since this was not the case and the paper of Car
tledge provides us with a way to estimate the parameters, it was decided to write
the simulation software in MATLABTM (developed by The Mathworks™).
Given an input current I(t), the rate equations (equations 2.4.1a, b and c) can
be solved a numerical solver like a fourth-order Runge-Kutta (R.-K.) procedure.
The paper of Cartlegde provided a complete set of parameters including plots
containing the responses on particular input bit sequences. This provided an
excellent way of validating the developed simulation.

1 As from March 2003 the datasheet can be downloaded at the website of the EMCORE
Corporation© at: http://www.emcore.com/. EMCORE bought the department from Agere
Systems.
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3.1.1 The Numerical Solver

The heart of the simulation is the numerical solver. Two different kinds of solvers
were compared with each other, both are fourth-order R.-K. methods [36][37].
Main difference is the way of solving the differential equations, one is interpo
lating over three input values during the step while the other one is assuming a
constant input value during the step.

Fourth-order Runge-Kutta methods

Interpolation Scheme [37]:

where

k 1 j(tk,Yk),

k 2 = j(tk+ hk/2,Yk+ hk·k1 /2),

k3 j(tk + hk/2,Yk + hk . k2f2),

k 4 j(tk + hk, Yk + hkk3 ).

Constant Scheme [36}:

where

k 1 hk . j(tk,Yk),

k 2 hk·j(tk,Yk+kl/2),

k 3 hk ·j(tk,Yk+k2/2),

k 4 hk ·j(tk,Yk+k3 ).

with hk as the stepsize.

Standard mathematical programs as MATLAB have fifth or even sixth-order
solvers which use a variable stepsize (i.e. ODE45; R.-K.-Fehlberg method) to
decrease processing time. The laser simulation demanded a fixed stepsize, small
enough to deal with the laser processes like carrier and photon transport.

It turned out both methods give the same results even though the Inter
polation Scheme uses twice as much information, thus also at least twice as
much processing power. Even a second-order Constant Scheme R.-K. method
was evaluated and also this solver gave the correct output. We could conclude
that choosing the right stepsize (sampling frequency) is more important than
choosing a R.-K. method. However, in the simulation program the user can still
make a choice between the two R.-K. methods.
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3.1.2 The Pulse Pattern Generator
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Measurements on the used 40 Gbit/ s non-inverted electrical output of the used
Pulse Pattern Generator (PPG) showed a non-ideal shape of the generated Non
Return to Zero (NRZ) bit sequence. Especially at frequencies above 10 Gbit/ s
the rise- and fall times were too slow, decreasing the ER of the source. An
attempt was made to simulate the measured PPG-responses at 2.5, 10, 20 and
40 Gbit / s in order to have a more realistic simulated laser response on bit
sequences at high or ultra-high frequencies. The real and simulated 40 Gbit/ s bit
sequences are shown in figures 3.1a and b. Remaining measured- and simulated
bit sequences and -eye-patterns can be found in Appendix C. The flowchart of
the PPG-part (AC_CURRENT oM) of the simulation can be found on page 115.

(aJ 100 psjdiv, l=od,pp = 70 rnA

,
'\ --

, ,

'" / '- --

6
TIme[s]
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'I I
, I

\ J

\)

(b) 100 psjdiv, I=od,pp = 70 rnA

Figure 3.1: 40 Gbit / s PPG bit sequence: (a) measured; (b) simulated

The shaping of the ideal NRZ bit sequence happens by lowering the amount
of samples per bitperiod (to worsen the bitshape) and a series of first-order and
higher-order Butterworth filters. After this filter concatenation two 'corners' of
the bit are shaped. To shape the other two 'corners', the bit sequence is mirrored
and led again through the filter concatenation. This way a symmetrical (i.e. at
the 2.5 Gbit/ s sequence) or an asymmetrical shaping can be obtained (i.e. at
the 20 Gbit/s sequence). With trial-and-error a realistic shape of the sequence
could be found.
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3.1.3 The Complete Program

Flowcharts of the complete simulation program can be found on pages 112 to
116. One of the plots to validate the program was to calculate the laser response
on a shaped binary NRZ OlD-transition. Settings: 2.5 Gbit/s block at a bias
current of 35 mA and a modulation current (peak-to-peak) of 30 mA. Figure
3.2 corresponds completely with figure lOa shown in Cartledge [33]. With the
validated developed simulation-software the parameters now could be tuned to
a set corresponding with the measured Agere D186lA responses. As written
before, the paper of Cartledge is a great help in estimating these parameters.
First a set of Laser Characterizing Measurements had to be taken.

3S

"- ~/ ~----..__._-~~-

O';-----;;;95-----:;:--~IO,s~~" "------;;"-;-5--;,;------,;"C;-.5---:
rime[n~!

Figure 3.2: Laser response similar to figure lOa of [33]

3.2 Laser Characterizing Measurements

A quote from the paper written by Cartledge and Srinivan indicates the measure
ments to be taken in order to be able to perform the parameter estimation.

Quote ([33], page 852)

In this paper, a technique is described for extracting values for the rate equation
parameters based on measurement of the laser threshold current, output power,
resonance frequency and damping factor.

3.2.1 Output Power and Threshold Current

The DC-output power and also the threshold current were measured in a set-up
with an optical attenuator between the power meter and the Laser Diode (LD).
The power meter was brought into saturation because the LD's output power
was too high. Measurement set-up and result for laser SN7080 are shown in
figures 3.3 and 3.4.

A closer inspection of figure 3.4 reveals a threshold current of 9.41 mAo This
value is 1.5 mA lower than the one measured by Agere Systems2 . A similar plot

2Test Data Sheet provided with the laser, April 13 2001.
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Figure 3.3: Optical power measurement scheme

'0 ~,,,-/--=------;;;40------;''::-'-~80·----clO';;-'--:::::-·-----·~C
BIU Current IrnAl

Figure 3.4: Measured Output Power Laser 5 N7080
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is measured for laser 5N6219 (Appendix E); threshold current for 5N6219 is
18.09 rnA. This value agrees with the one measured by Agere Systems3 .

3.2.2 Intensity Modulation Response Measurement

In section 2.4 an expression is derived for the 1M transfer function. Figure 2.10
shows the typical shape of this transfer function.

Quote ([33], page 853)

The resonance frequency and damping factor of the small-signal 1M frequency
response are used to characterize the intrinsic modulation dynamics of a semi
conductor laser.
[. . .j
By subtracting (in dB) the frequency response for a bias current just above
threshold from the frequency response for a bias current well above threshold,
the influence of the mounting fixture can be effectively reduced [.. .j

This will be the first step towards parameter estimation, the 5 12
4·measurements

of both the lasers. The subtraction of two curves measured at the same device
eliminates the frequency dependent but bias current independent noise (para
sitics) in the laser's response.

The 1M response measurements were done with the measurement scheme as
shown in figure 3.5.

3Test Data Sheet provided with the laser, March 15 2001.
4S12 is the scattering (S) parameter of a two-port network element which stands for the

forward transmission gain. S parameters are normally measured as a function of frequency;
S12 is the transfer function.
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HP Network Anal zer

Figure 3.5: Transfer function measurement scheme

The bias current and the Thermo-Electric Cooler (TEC) are controlled by a
laser driver (Profile) . The Laser Diode (LD) is modulated by the Electrical (E)
output of Network Analyzer (type: HP8703A, 0 - 20 G Hz). The output of the
LD is measured by the Optical (0) input of the Network Analyzer. Figure 3.5
shows both the input and the output of the LD are being attenuated. Radio
Frequency (RF) attenuation is needed to stay above the threshold point with
the zerolevel of the driving signal at low bias currents. The optical attenuation
is to protect the optical input of the Network Analyzer for high optical input
powers.

Settings for the measurements are listed in table 3.1, specific for the laser
SN7080. For the second LD (SN6219), only the values for the bias current
changes due to the somewhat higher threshold current. The difference in settings
is listed in table 3.2. With 16 dB RF attenuation at a port power of 0 dBm, the
modulation current becomes 1 mA peak-to-peak. The intrinsic loss of the used
optical attenuator was 1.05 dB so this value (with an additional set 3 dB) will be
added up the total received optical power when plotting the actual measurement
results.

Measuring the transfer functions was done according to the procedure as
described in the paper of Morton [38]. Retrieving the recorded data from the
Hewlett Packard (HP) instruments was not a trivial handling, the procedure
is listed in Appendix F. Measurement results for laser SN7080 are shown in
figures 3.6 and 3.7. Indeed, frequency dependent noise in the transfer function
is being removed by the subtraction method (a resulting smooth curve). Similar
results are obtained for laser SN6219; these plots are listed in Appendix E.
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Figure 3.6: Measured 1M Responses Laser SN7080
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Table 3.1: Settings of the 1M response measurement, laser SN7080

Profile Driver

33

Variable I Value I Unit

,--~_b;_:S-'--1 113, 1~,~ .. 43 l_m_kO_A-

HP Network Analyzer

Variable Value Unit

Av.Factor2 8

SweepTime 5 s

IF BW3 100 Hz

Reference -60 dB

Scale 6 dBjdiv

FileType4 Format Arrays

Format ASCII

Attenuators
Variable Value Unit

RF
Optical

16

3

dB

dB

1 Thermistor value of the TEe
2 Averaging Factor
3 Resolution
4 Indicates which kind of arrays to export

Table 3.2: Bias current settings, laser SN6219

Profile Driver

Variable I Unit I Value

hias I mA I 20, 25, ... 50 I

3.3 Response Subtraction Model Fitting

Having measured the required characteristical data of both the lasers, an itera
tion based on Newton's method is used to minimize the square-root of the sum
of squared errors between the measured and calculated values of the subtracted
responses.

3.3.1 Model, Procedure and Results

The analytical expression for the transfer function HIM, as derived in section
2.4.2, can be used for the data fit. The subtraction of the two transfer functions
results in the following equation S(J)
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-'oo,~~-----;---;--------:;-,-;;:-,,-,,-~,.~i6~~O
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Figure 3.7: Subtracted Responses Laser SN7080

S10(l) 20 log I HlM ! I -20 log I H IMo I

20 log IHIM! I
HIMo

(3.3.1)

With HIMo at all times the transfer function at the lowest bias current,
HIM! at the other bias current. A suitable method for fitting the model onto
the measured data is the method of Newton [37] according to

Newton's method

Xo = initial guess

for k = 0,1,2, ...
Solve J f (Xk )Sk = -f(xk) for Sk

Xk+l = Xk + Sk

end

with Sk as the Newton step to update the initial guess.

The Newton's method iterates towards the approximate solution by using
the Jacobian5 matrix J to replace the non-linear equations with a system of
linear equations. The square-root of the sum of squared errors between the
calculated and measured datapoints JE6 is minimized. The flowcharts of the
developed program CURVE...FITTING. Musing Newton's method can be found in
Appendix D. Recall equation 2.4.6 as

(3.3.2)

5Example: 9'(x) denotes the Jacobian matrix of g evaluated at x: 9'(x);j = 8~~~X)

k=N

6]E = L uE~ with Ek = Y(k,measured) - Y(k,calculated)
k=O
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Initializing the numerical routine with initial values for Yo etc, (table 3.3)
gave output for all six curve fits at both the lasers.

Table 3.3: Initial values numerical solver YZ-fit

I Variable I Value I Unit I

Yo 5e9 S-1

Zo 5e2O Hz2

Yi 2e 1O S-1

Z1 2e21 Hz2
'------"--.-

The fits are evaluated in the routine by examining the relative error or the
difference between lEn-I and lEn, reLerr...max. Keeping track of this difference
will indicate whether the iteration has converged. The user can set the desired
relative error at the initialization of the numerical routine. To illustrate the
performance of the solver, three graphs are presented. The fitting of S40 (=
HIM4 - HIMo ) on the measured subtracted curve is shown.

First figure (3.8a) shows the discrepancy between the model and measured
curve at initialization (lEI = 84.8677). Second figure (3.8b) shows the progress
of the relative error until the user-defined limit is reached. In this case, the user
has set the limit reLerr...max equal to 1e-12 . It takes 11 iteration steps to come
to a feasible solution (reLerr= 3.06e-13 ) and a low error per point of 0.0142.
Third figure (3.8c) plots the fitted model and the measured data. Similar plots
and results for laser SN6219 can be found in Appendix E. The fitted values for
the parameters of the transfer functions Ho and Hi of both the lasers are listed
in table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Rounded results numerical fit (Y, Z)-model

Parameter SN7080 SN6219 Parameter SN7080 SN6219
[101Os- 1] [1021 Hz2]

YO 1.06 0.85 ZO 0.94 0.53

Y1 1.80 1.45 Zl 2.23 1.91

Y2 2.55 2.5 Z2 3.49 3.37

Y3 3.34 2.91 Z3 4.75 4.81

Y4 4.05 3.64 Z4 5.96 6.28

Y5 4.71 4.33 Z5 7.14 7.74

Y6 5.40 4.95 Z6 8.31 9.19

3.3.2 Laser Bandwidth Predictions

Recalling the model parameters Y and Z are related to irel and r dand recall the
approximate linear relationship between f;el and rd. Using the results listed in
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Figure 3.8: Y,Z-fit on subtracted measured transfer functions of laser SN7080:
(a) after initializing (b) relative error per iteration step (c) final result

table 3.4, it is possible to plot U;el ,fd) for both lasers. A linear curve fit will be
used to find the K-factors and eventually the 3dB-bandwidth can be calculated
(equation (2.4.13)).

Another characteristical value of the LDs can be calculated, namely the
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Bandwidth Move-out Ratio (BMR). This number indicates the increase of irel

as a function of the square root of the optical power, n. The BMR should be as
high as possible to achieve a large bandwidth at a (relatively) low optical output
power. Figure 3.9b shows the calculated curves for both the lasers. Results are
listed in table 3.5.

Combining the bitrate prediction expressions as discussed in paragraph 2.4.3
with the results so far, an operation point for 40 Gbit/s operation can be de
termined. To be able to operate at 40 Gbit/s, hdB,40G (or: i40G) has to be at
least 33.3 GHz so irel,40G = 21.5 GHz. Bandwidth calculations show the 3dB
bandwidth of the SN7080 laser is close but not enough for 40 Gbit/ s operation.
Agere laser SN6219 should be able to operate at 40 Gbit/s. With the BMRs
of both lasers, operating points P40G and 140G can be determined assuming the
3dB bandwidth increases linearly with n and does not saturate.
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Figure 3.9: Results using extracted Y, Z-parameters for lasers SN6219 and
SN7080: (a) K-parameter plot; (b) BMR plot
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Table 3.5: Rounded results K-factor, hdB and BMR with 40 Gbit/s calculations

Laser K-factor farlB BMR !40G P40G 140G

[ns] [GHz] [GHz/JmW] [GHz] [mW] [mAl

SN7080 0.29 30.81 7.25 33.3 8.79 ~ 85

SN6219 0.22 40.52 7.95 33.3 7.32 ~77

3.4 Approximating Device Parameters

Quote ([33], page 855)

In extracting the rate equation parameter values based on (Yl, Zl, Ith, PI), it
is not necessary to perform the minimization over all nine parameters. Alter
natively, some of the parameters can be fixed at known or reasonable values.
Minimizations based on the four parameters gO, TJo, E and Tp also yield the
measured values of (Yl, Zl, Ith' Pl).

Cartledge actually means the considered underdetermined system of four
equations with nine variables needs to be made determined7 . Setting the values
of five variables will do the trick and the remaining system can be solved. Un
fortunately, all device parameters were unknown leaving the researcher with a
great uncertainty in the numbers. A second disadvantage was the unavailabil
ity of proper software to solve the system of equations. The Newton-iteration
routine developed to fit the transfer function model could not be used because
almost all parameters needed to have upper- and lower boundaries. This was
very difficult to implement in the existing routine.

An advantage of the used rate equation model is that even a non-exact
set of parameters gives a close approximation of the laser response. Goal is
to approach the exact laser parameters as close as possible by regarding the
small signal transfer function at the different bias currents and the large signal
response on a modulated bias current.

First, estimations of the laser parameters are made by evaluating overall
laser characteristics. After a set of most-probable laser parameters is chosen, a
sensitivity analysis of the system of equations is performed to see which param
eters are most significant in reducing the total error E. This analysis is used
as a guideline to reduce the total error. The transfer functions and the DC
and Alternating Current (AC)-responses are most helpful in making this choice.
This process is repeated until the best possible approximation has been found.

3.4.1 A Rough Estimation

The following arguments were used in roughly estimating the nine unknown
model-parameters of the LD. A value of 1.4e-ll cm3 was chosen for the active
volume V of the MQW DFB laser with the assumptions of a cavity length of
L = 250 f..Lm, 10 QW's, a well thickness of 4 nm and a active layer width of
1.4 f..Lm. At MQW structures the optical confinement factor r is lower than

7 A determined system of equations has as many equations as unknown parameters
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the r of a bulk laser. A value of 0.1 was chosen, although 0.08 would also be a
realistic value. The differential gain.9o has to be rather high due to the laser's fast
response; an initial value of 4.5e-6 cm.3 / s was chosen. The differential quantum
efficiency 7]0 is defined as the ratio between the external- and internal quantum
efficiency. It covers cavity-, mirror- and coupling losses and a value of about
4 dB seems realistic (not too pessimistic), so 7]0 = 0.4. The large signal laser
response shows a rather damped behaviour, so the non-linear gain coefficient
f. was estimated on 2.5e-17 em3 • The high oscillation frequency and the fast
response sets the photon lifetime T p on 1e-12 s. A reasonable value of 1.5e-9 s
was chosen for the carrier lifetime Tn. The spontaneous emission factor (38P is
typical1e- 4 . The carrier density at transparency Ntr is typical1e I8 em-3

.

Table 3.6: Initial estimation laser parameters for 5N7080

I Parameter I Unit I Value I

V em3 1.4e-ll

r 0.1

.90 cm3 /s 4.5e-6

7]0 0.4

f. em3 2.5e- 17

T p ps 1

Tn ns 1.5

(38P 1e-4

N tr em-3 1eI8

A first plot (figure 3.10a) of the DC-response of the laser characterized by
this parameter set shows a threshold value of about 5 mA and a steep slope.
The measured (I,P)-plot of the laser 5 N7080 will be used to fit the calculated
curve with different parameter sets as good as possible. Main reason is the
low threshold value of 5N7080. The threshold value of 5N6219 lies too far off
the initial simulation response for a proper fit. It can be assumed this laser
experiences effects of a current leakage in the packaging or chip itself.

The initial transfer function (in this case: 540, figure 3.10b) does also not
correspond well with the one constructed with the Y, Z-coefficients (listed in
table 3.4).

Four fits were obtained that gave an almost exact SN7080 DC-response. To
avoid dealing with the strength of the model (small differences in parameters
do not significantly influence the large signal response) an effort was made to
put large differences between the parameter sets, as listed in table 3.7.

Plotting the transfer function with Set3 showed a very bad correspondence
with the Y, Z-plots so this set was not likely to become the best approximate.
Remaining three sets were analyzed by regarding the sensitivity of IE: (page 34)
for a ±25% variation of the input parameters. First, the four parameters r, go,
Ntr and Tp were modified because they are considered to be the most significant
in the equations for Y and Z. The slope of the (I,P)-plot can be easily tuned by
modifying 7]0 which acts as the slope coefficient of the equation for P. Varying
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Figure 3.10: Plotted results of initial parameter estimation with 5N7080-data:
(a) DC (I,P) .. plot; (b) 540 transfer function

Table 3.7: Four fitted sets of laser parameters

Parameter I Unit I Set! Set2 I Set3 Set4

V ern3 1.35e-ll 1.45e-ll 1.4e- ll 1.4e-ll

r 0.08 0.08 0.1 0.1

go cm3 /s 4.2e-6 4.3e-6 3e-6 4.2e-6

1]0 0.243 0.24 0.248 0.243

f. crn3 3.5e-17 3.5e-17 3.5e-17 3.5e- 17

T p ps 1.1 0.8 0.95 1

Tn ns 1 1.35 1.1 1

f38P 1e-4 1e-4 1e-4 1e-4

N tT crn- 3 1.55e18 1.55e18 1.5e18 1.55e18

r for all three sets resulted in a better fit of the transfer function and a better
(large signal) AC-response on an input bitstream.
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3.4.2 Optimum Parameter Set

After a careful analysis of the large signal AC-response, Set2 was chosen for
optimization. With an optimized Set2 (r = 0.08 -+ 0.1), a second stage IE
sensitivity analysis was performed. Changing Tp from 0.8e-12 to 0.712e- 12 fur
ther reduced the difference in the transfer functions. Reducing Tp raised the
threshold current over 8 rnA and made the AC-response a little bit more un
damped. A third stage sensitivity analysis with the current Set2 did not result
in any more improvements. Resulting DC (I,P)- and transfer function plots are
shown in figure 3.11a and 3.11b; resulting optimized Set2 is listed in table 3.8.

Even though the plotted calculated transfer function still has a rather large
error-per-point, it is very close to the line to fit on. Especially the transfer
function plots are very sensitive to small changes in i.e. T p or r. The optimum
set are rounded numbers; working with a higher accuracy would result in an
even better fit but this higher accuracy is not needed to improve the large signal
response of the laser. Also, not all parameters are bias current-independent. For
example, the carrier lifetime Tn can decrease for an increasing bias current due
to increasing recombination losses and non-ideal carrier confinement. Looking
at the parameter-set of Cartledge, a large variation at € and go can be observed
as well as small variations in T p and r. A much better (Y, Z) fit can be obtained
when varying all the parameters even though overall simulation output will
remain the same.

The resulting numbers for Y and Z calculated with the optimum set of pa
rameters are listed in table 3.9. The calculated Z-values show the largest discrep
ancy with the extracted values. As a result the relaxation oscillation frequency
is lower as well as the 3dB bandwidth (table 3.11). Calculated 3dB bandwidth
is about 20 GHz, but still the simulation at 40 Gbitjs modulation shows open
eyes at responses on the shaped PPO input bit sequence. It should be reminded
that noise, parasitics and some physical effects are not being simulated.

Table 3.8: Optimum estimation laser parameters for SN7080

V cm3 1.45e-ll

r 0.1

90 cm3 js 4.3e-6

170 0.24

€ cm3 3.5e-17

Tp ps 0.712

Tn ns 1.35

(3sp 1e-4

'---'
cm-3 1.55e 18Nt,·

I Parameter I Unit I Value I
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Figure 3.11: Plotted results of optimum parameter estimation with 5N7080
data: (a) (I,P)-plot; (b) 540 transfer function

Table 3.9: Rounded values Y and Z calculated with optimum parameter set for
5N7080

Parameter Y, Z-fit 9par set Parameter Y, Z-fit 9par set
[1010.,-1] [1021 H z2]

YO 1.06 0.86 ZO 0.94 0.87

Y1 1.80 1.65 Zl 2.23 1.78

Y2 2.55 2.44 Z2 3.49 2.68

Y3 3.34 3.23 Z3 4.75 3.57

Y4 4.05 4.01 Z4 5.96 4.46

Y5 4.71 4.78 Z5 7.14 5.33

Y6 5.40 5.54 Z6 8.31 6.20
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Figure 3.12: Plotted results of optimum parameter estimation: (a) K-parameter
plot; (b) BMR plot
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Table 3.10: Rounded values for P and I th calculated with optimum parameter
set

Parameter Measured 9par set

[mW]

PO 0.38 0.53

PI 0.98 1.10

P2 1.61 1.66

P3 2.35 2.23

P4 2.69 2.79

P5 3.26 3.35

P6 3.77 3.92

Parameter Measured 9par set

[mAl

___I.:..c;th__1_9_._41 1_8_._32 _

Table 3.11: Rounded values for K, hdB and BMR calculated with optimum
parameters

I Y) Z-fit I 9par set I
K [ns] 0.29 0.48

hdB [GHz] 30.81 18.51

BMR [GHz/v'mW] 7.25 5.03

I Parameter
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3.5 Simulation Output
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Simulations have been made on three different bitrates, namely 10, 20 and
40 Gmt/s. Settings: NRZ PRBS 27 - 1 at two different bias currents with the
maximum available peak-to-peak modulation current of the real PPC (70 mApp ).

As mentioned in paragraph 1.6, an improvement can be observed in eye-patterns
due to a faster fall time at higher bias currents (figures 3.14, 3.16 and 3.18).
Decreasing the modulation depth8 by decreasing I mod at a constant bias current
gives an eye-pattern improvement as well (figure 3.19). Less overshoot, less chirp
and a more round eye indicate the laser is performing better.

A difference is also observed between ideal and shaped input PPC signals.
The more realistic, shaped input PPC NRZ bit sequences worsen the overall
laser responses. Even with this shaped bit sequence a 40 Gmt/s eye can be
generated by the simulated LD. The slow fall time at low bias currents is clearly
visible in figures 3.18a and c.

8Recall modulation depth m as: m = ~TfT . At gain-switched laser operation: m > 1, to
b- th

destroy laser: m < 1, else 0 < m ~ 1
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3.5.1
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CHAPTER 3. SIMULATION OF LASER RESPONSES

10 Gbit/ s bit sequences and eye-patterns

5.2 5.4

Time (nsl

(a.) h = 55 rnA, I~od,pp = 70 rnA

16

14 r.-. 1\1'-----, 1"-, 1'-- j'--
12

I'0
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0 \J \J II 1/ If

4
V V

of 2 ~ 01 4,6 'a S.l 5.4 5.6 5.8

Tims(nsl

6.2 6.4 6.6 6.8 72 T.t

(b) h = 90 rnA, I=od.pp = 70 rnA

Figure 3.13: SN7080 10 Gmt/ s simulation of piece of PRBS 27 -1, shaped PPG
input
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(a) h = 55 mA, Imod,pp = 70 rnA (b) h = 90 rnA, Imod,pp = 70 mA

".r... lP..

(e) I b = 55 mA, Imod,pp = 70 rnA (d) I b = 90 rnA, Imod,pp = 70 mA

Figure 3.14: SN7080 10 Gbit/8 simulation of 300 bits PRBS eye-pattern:
(a)&(b) shaped PPG input; (c)&(d) ideal PPG input
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3.5.2 20 Gbii/ s bit sequences and eye-patterns
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(b) h = 90 mA, [mod,pp = 70 mA

Figure 3.15: SN7080 20 GlJitl s simulation of piece of PRBS 27 -1, shaped PPG
input
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(a) h = 55 rnA, I",od.pp = 70 rnA (b) h = 90 rnA, I",od.pp = 70 rnA

(e) h = 55 rnA, Imod.pp = 70 rnA (d) h = 90 rnA, I",od.pp = 70 rnA

Figure 3.16: SN7080 20 Gbit/s simulation of 300 bits PRBS eye-pattern:
(a)&(b) shaped PPG input; (c)&(d) ideal PPG input
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3.5.3 40 Gbit/s bit sequences and eye-patterns

16

Time [ns]

(a) h = 55 rnA, Imod.pp = 70 rnA

16

9.35 24 2.45 25 255 26 2.65 2.7 275 2.8 2.85 2.9 2.95 3 3.C6 3.1

Time (ns)

(b) h = 90 m.4, Imod,pp = 70 rnA

.3 15 :3 2 .3 2: 3.3 335 3.4

Figure 3.17: SN7080 40 Gbit/ s simulation of piece of PRBS 27 -1, shaped PPG
input
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(a) h = 55 rnA, [mod,pp = 70 rnA

0',,,;--~-~-;;-.. ----;"'~-----::;:__----;:;---;-..,
(b) [b = 90 rnA, [mod,pp = 70 rnA

o.,!:c----:,-------=--,,:-------:"';--------:;---:;;----;,_"',
(e) h = 55 rnA, [mod,pp = 70 rnA (d) h = 90 rnA, [mod,pp = 70 rnA

Figure 3.18: SN7080 40 Gmt/ s simulation of 300 bits PRBS eye-pattern:
(a)&(b) shaped PPG input; (c)&(d) ideal PPG input
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3.5.4 20 Gbit/s eye-patterns at different modulation depths

(a) I~od,pp = 70 rnA, m = 0.57 (b) I ~od,pp = 50 rnA, m = 0,41

,,--=-----O:--;'.;------c:-oo--;'.;------c:---=-----::'
r.... ·lp-s)

(el I=od,pp = 35 rnA, m = 0,28

""'c--------=-~o___---=-~.,o-----=-----=,.---=---:.
r.... [pll

(d) I=od,pp = 22 rnA, m = 0,18

Figure 3.19: SN7080 20 Gbit/s eye-pattern of 300 bits PRES at h = 70 mA
for decreasing modulation depth m



Chapter 4

High Bitrate Laser
Characterization

The laser simulations performed at the end of chapter 3 showed the simulated
laser SN7080 was able to give a proper laser response to the 40 Gbit/ s NRZ
modulation current at low- and high bias current. The eye-pattern and con
sequently the generated bit sequence improves when the modulation depth is
decreased. The question is which modulation depth m is most advantageous
concerning ER and eye-width of the received bit sequence. Another question is
will the Agere lasers be able to generate at least a 40 Gbit/ s NRZ 27 - 1 PRBS
bit sequence with a usable ER and eye-width for an error-free transmission at
distances suitable for RETINA.

In this chapter, the reader will find a high bitrate laser characterization. First
the frequency dependency of the package is considered. The relation between m
and the laser's optical ER is then characterized at two different bitrates. Eye
width measurements at two bitrates and related rise and fall time measurements
at one bitrate follow the ER section. At the end an empirical ideal operation
point for 10 and 20 Gbit/s operation is stated for both lasers and compared
with the earlier found 14oG.

4.1 Frequency Dependent Package

As discussed in section 2.4.3, frequency parasitics can act as a severe bandwidth
limiting factor. The complete package and driving equipment of the lasers are
shown in figures 4.1a and b.

Even though the RF cables from the PPG are suitable for 40 Gbit/ s opera
tion, there are some critical elements at the laser which can act as a Low Pass
Filter (LPF). The RF attenuator elements of JFW™ to lower the modulation
depth m have a frequency range of DC - 18 GH z and are equipped with an Sub
Miniature A (SMA) connector. The SMA connector used on the RF attenuators,
DC-blocking Capacitor (C) and the waveguide to the laser have a bandwidth
up to 18 GHz. Used DC-blocking C of Picosecond Pulse Labs© to AC-couple
the PPG-bit sequence is specified to have a 3dB bandwidth of 26 GHz. Exact
specifications of the waveguide are not available but its frequency characteristics
are supposed to be very good. The GPOTM connector after the waveguide has
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Figure 4.1: (a) Reflection measurement set-up; (b) Package of SN7080

excellent characteris tics and has a performance up to 40 GHz.
So far, the SMA connectors and the RF connectors are the bottlenecks in

this system. With their 3 dB bandwidth it can not be expected to obtain a
40 Gbit/s transmission even though the laser(s) might be able to. A solution
would be to remove all, except the GPO connector and to modulate the laser
by using Le. a bias T (with open inductance L) which has a bandwidth up to
65 GHz, equipped with K connectors and using RF attenuators designed for
this frequency range. Unfortunately these experiments had to be postponed,
alleviating any hazard to damage the lasers which form a key element in the
1300 nm 160 Gbit/s OTDM part of the RETINA project. After concluding
these OTDM experiments, these lasers are planned to be operated with the
K-connectorized 65 GH z bias T and the high bandwidth RF attenuators.

In order to check reflections of the package, a Time Domain (TD) reflec
tion measurement was done with the HP Network Analyzer. With the Fourier
Transform option on the Network Analyzer, Frequency Domain (FD) informa
tion could be translated to TD information. Instead of plotting the amount of
reflection per frequency component the amount of reflection per time unit was
shown. With the velocity factor of polyethylene (0.66; RF cable) the location of
reflections in time can be determined. Figure of merit is a minimum of 20 dB
attenuation of the reflections .

•>l

i-50 ...
s
i
!.60

.70 .

J
llma(r'l.'I]

Figure 4.2: Measured reflections of SN7080 in the time-domain

Figure 4.2 shows the TD reflection measurement for laser SN7080; an equiv
alent figure for laser SN6219 is shown in Appendix E. At the measurement cor-
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rect order of elements is: HP Network Analyser RF cable, 3dB RF attenuator,
RF cable, DC-blocking C, waveguide, LD. All of the elements have a reflection
less than -27 dB.

4.2 Modulation Depth versus Extinction Ratio

According to the data sheets of this type of laser, an ER of 8.4 dB could be
reached at 10 Gbitlsat h = I th +30 mA and Imod,pp = 50 mAo Before measuring
the ER, the generated PRBS 223 -1 bit sequence is being filtered by a 7.5 GHz

fourth order Bessel filter which shapes the eye actually. A measurement was done
under almost identical conditions but with a Imod,pp = 70 mA and h = 41 mAo
An ER of 8.64 dB was measured, figure 4.3a shows the eye-pattern. With a
measured threshold of 9.41 mA the modulation depth m becomes 1.11 so the
laser is being gain-switched. An identical figure was measured for SN6219 but
this laser had an ER of 9.25 dB; m at S N6219 equals to 1.17.

(a) [b = 41 mA, I ~od.pp = 70 mA (b) h = 48 mA, I~od.pp = 70 mA

Figure 4.3: 10 Gbitls PRBS 223 -1 eye-pattern of (a) SN7080 and (b) SN6219
after fourth-order Bessel filter

Extensive ER- and eye-width measurements were done at a bitrate of 20 Gbitl s
to evaluate the laser's high speed behaviour. Also some data was obtained dur
ing 10 Gbitl s rise- and fall times measurements. The laser was operating above
threshold and at room-temperature at a PRBS of 27 - 1. The measurement
set-up is shown in figure 4.4.

Pulse Pattern Generato

Figure 4.4: Extinction Ratio (ER) measurement set-up

Table 4.1 shows the used bias currents, modulation currents and correspond
ing modulation depths. Results are shown in figures 4.5a and b. Corresponding
figures for laser SN6219 can be found on page 120. The plots show a decrease in
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modulation depth1 does decrease the ER of the generated bit sequence. Similar
modulation depths at different bias currents give (approximately) similar ERs.
This is due to the linearity of the (I,P)-curve (figure 3.4). However this is not
completely the case. The faster increase of ER at higher modulation depths at
the 10 dB RF attenuation is due to the low bias current needed to reach this
modulation depth. Hence the zero-level of the bit sequence is more 'zero' than
the zero-level at similar m at lower RF attenuation factors. Comparing figure
4.5a and b confirms the laser's bandwidth exceeds 20 GH z due to the fact the
(m,ER)-plots are almost equal.

Table 4.1: Used settings for ER measurements for SN7080

mIbias

[rnA]

RF Att.
[dB]

0 70 (47,50,55, ... ,90) 0.94, ... ,0.44

3 50 (45,50, ... ,90) 0.71, ... ,0.31

6 35 (35,40, ... , 105) 0.69, ... ,0.18

10 22 (25,40, ... , 110) 0.71, ... ,0.11

4.3 Towards The Maximum Eye At High Speed

It was stated before and also seen in the simulations that decreasing the mod
ulation depth improves the directly modulated laser's high speed performance.
The loss of ER is of less importance when operating at very short distances.
To have full knowledge of the changes in rise- and fall times, it was decided to
measure these for a specific part of the PRES 27 - 1 at 10 Gbit/ s. This specific
part was chosen because it contains many different kinds of bit transitions. The
complete sequence2 is as shown in the simulated bit sequences in chapter 3. The
measurements were done at 10 Gbit/s because the laser would fully show its dy
namics in its response. At a higher bitrate the dynamic properties of the laser
are less clear resolved. The same measurement-set-up was used to measure the
eye-width as function of the bias current or modulation depth. The eye-width
versus bias current plot at 20 Gbit/s is shown in figure 4.6a.

It is clear that raising the bias current at all four different RF attenuator
values improves the eye-width. An optimum is found in the region between
60 - 65 rnA. Lowering the peak-to-peak value of the modulation current does
not give a clear improvement, except for Imod,pp = 50 rnA (corresponds with
3 dB RF attenuation). Simulation results in chapter 3 show similar behaviour.
The plot for SN6219 shows lowering Imod,pp at a certain bias current is not
advantageous to increase the eye-width. It even decreases the eye-width because
the" NO dB RF att.)) -curve lies above all three other curves. The optimal region
is between 70 - 80 rnA.

I Recall modulation depth m as: m = ~IiI . At gain-switched laser operation: m > 1, to
b- th

destroy laser: m < 0, else 0 < m < 1
2 bit sequence: 0111001100101010111111100000010000011 0
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Figure 4.5: Modulation depth versus Extinction Ratio for SN7080: (a)
10 Gbit/s; (b) 20 Gbit/s

(a) (b)

Figure 4.6: (a) Bias current versus eyeoowidth for SN7080 at 20 Gbit/ s; (b)
Schematic representation concepts ER and eye-width
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Rise and fall times measurements at 10 Gbitls should more or less show the
same results. Namely a decrease of rise- and fall times towards an optimum and
the difference between the Imod,pp is negligible. The earlier mentioned specific
part of the PRBS 27 - 1 was object of research. Results are shown in such a way
that the total time for a bit transi tion is calculated (ttotat = trise + t fall). Figure
4.7 defines bit transition; figure 4.8 shows a 10 Gbitls measured- and simulated
at the found optimal operation point of SN7080. The simulated response is very
similar to the measured bit sequence even though the measured response shows
a clear saturation effect especially at long sequences of logical ones and zeros.
A combination of parasitic influences of components and physical effects such
as lateral carrier diffusion [2] are most likely to be the cause of this effect. The
simulation does not model parasitics or these physical effects.

To be able to have a generation of 40 Gbitls PRBS 27 -1, all ttotat'S should
preferably be below the 40G-period of 25 ps. Measurement results for SN7080
at 10 Gbitl s operation are listed in figures 4.9a, band c. Considered rise- and
fall times are in the 10% - 90%-region. In general, trends observed in figures 4.6
and 4.9 are similar. This is also the case for SN6219 (plots on page 122).

The rise and fall times revealed some high-speed characteristics of the Agere
lasers. Due to the onset of the relaxation oscillation frequencies some measure
ment results were being influenced. This means sometimes the measured fall
time of a bit transition was much lower than the corresponding rise time. For
example the high levels at bit transition 4 in figure 4.9a and bit transition 3
E.7b.

The highest fall times were measured after long sequences of logical ones, a
clear peak occurs at bit transition 5 in all six figures. Lowest rise times (below
10 ps at 20% - 80%) were recorded at laser SN6219 when operated at m = 0.95,
less than 2 mA above the threshold current. The PPG 10 Gbitls modulation
current has overshoot and undershoot (figure C.2a), consequently 5 N6219 is
being gain-switched at this operation point.

The improvements on fall times by lowering the modulation depth, as ob
served in the simulations, are experimentally confirmed. However, the fall times
are highly pattern dependent. The gain on fall time is in general being compen
sated by a loss on fall time.
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Figure 4.7: Bit transitions at PRBS 27 - 1
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(b) h = 60 mA, [mod,pp = 50 mA
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Figure 4.8: 10 Gbit/s PRBS 27 - 1 generated by SN7080: (a) measured (offset
67.6 mWj (b) simulated; 200 ps/div
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Figure 4.9: Sum of rise- and fall times per bit transition (defined in figure 4.7)
in 10 Gbit/s PRBS 27 - 1 bit sequence for SN7080 at three bias currents
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4.4 Optimum Operating Point

61

After the discussion of the ER and eye-width measurements at different modu
lation depths a clear laser behaviour can be stated. To optimize the eye-width,
the bias current needs to be raised. For laser SN7080 the optimum range for an
optimum eye-width is 60 - 65 mA; for laser SN6219 this range is 70 - 80 mAo
The ER sets the next variable, namely Imod,pp. When an ER is needed of at
least 3 dB, Imod,pp will have to equal to 70 mA for both lasers. However, to
have a better shape of the eye, a lower Imod,pp is necessary. For 40 Gbit/ s trans
mission, the Imod,pp needs to be low for the fastest laser response on the PPG
bit sequence. Optimal operation points (Ib,!mod,pp) are (60,50) and (75,70) for
SN7080 and SN6219 respectively.

4.4.1 20 Gbit/ s At Optimum Operating Point

During the eye-width- and ER measurements all the eye-pattern plots were
saved. In figures 4.10a and b, the eye at optimal operating point is shown for
both lasers. An asymmetry in the eyes can be observed. The response of SN6219
shows a higher fall time than SN7080 although SN6219 should have a faster
response (i.e. lower K -factor). Parasitics are heavily influencing the device's
response.

(a) h = 65 rnA, lmod,pp = 50 rnA (b) h = 75 mA, lmod.pp = 70 mA

Figure 4.10: 20 Gbit/s eye-patterns for (a) SN7080 (offset 75.5 mV) and (b)
SN6219 (offset 40.4 mW); 20 ps/div

4.4.2 40 Gbit/ s At Optimum Operating Point

An attempt was made to generate a 40 Gbit/ s open eye-pattern at the optimum
operating point of the SN7080 and SN6219 lasers. Even though there was a very
small chance for success due to the frequency parasitics. A slightly lower bias
current is used compared with the 20 Gbit/s and at SN7080 also a lower Imod,pp

to have the best measurement. The figures 4.11a and b show the location of the
eyes. Therefore it is credible a clear 40 Gbit/ s eye-pattern can be generated
with the Agere lasers. Both figures clearly show a too slow fall time like being
observed in the simulations of chapter 3. The measured bit sequence in figure
4.12 is hopeful. The measured and simulated bit sequences are corresponding
well.
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(a) h = 60 rnA, [mod,pp = 35 rnA

40 GblUs.eyepalterns

(b) [b = 70 mA, [~od,pp = 70 rnA

Figure 4.11: 40 Gbit/s eye-patterns for (a) SN7080 (offset 59.8 mV) and (b)
SN6219 (offset 82.3 mV); 10 ps/div
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Figure 4.12: 40 Gbit/s PRBS 27 - 1 generated by SN7080: (a) measured; (b)
simulated; 50 ps/div



Chapter 5

High Bitrate Transmission
Experiments

Although the Agere lasers could not perform well at 40 Gbit/ s, the second
highest considered bitrate could be a strong option for the RETINA network.
Even with 20 Gbit/s, sufficient (10) datastreams of 2 Gbit/s can be multiplexed
and de-multiplexed and perhaps even more datastreams do so. For one antenna
station in the Virtual Core this would mean about a minimum of 8 laser sources
to transport its 160 Gbit/ s in a SDM scheme.

This chapter will discuss several transmission experiments with and without
20 Gbit/ s clock recovery with both lasers. Before this discussion, the pattern
dependencies of the lasers at 20 Gbit/ s will be discussed. The SN6219 was
chosen for the transmission experiment with 'clock recovery' because of its high
ER and high power at lower bias currents; these high values are important for
medium range transmission distances.

5.1 Pattern Dependencies at 20 Cbit/s

The 20 Gbit/ s pattern dependency was measured in a BTB set-up of a BER
measurement scheme as shown in figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: 20 Gbit/ s BTB BER measurement set-up

An optical attenuator (HP 8156A) is used to introduce losses to lower the
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) at the input of the BER analyzer (SHF EA 44). The
power splitter (C-WD 109267; EC 907L) is used to determine the optical power
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at the lightWave Convertor (LWC) input during the measurement. The LWC
(HP 11982A) is used for the Opto-Electical (OE) conversion. This instrument is
very suitable for 20 Gbit/ s transmission because of its optical cut-off frequency
of 15 GH z so it suppresses higher harmonics and high frequency noise in the
optical signal. The signal from the LWC was still DC-coupled so a DC-blocking
C (HP 11742A) with a bandwidth of 26 G H z was used to AC-couple the signal.

The difference in BTB-performance of the laser at relatively short and long
PRBSs was evaluated. Both lasers are operated at equal modulation depths
(m >:::j 0.7). Figures 5.2a and b show both lasers have a pattern dependency and
perform worse when longer sequences of 1's are in the signal. Laser SN6219 has
the best performance. Results are listed in table 5.1.

Table 5.1: 20 Gbit/s BTB measurement SN6219 and SN7080; penalties and
budgets at BER=10-9

Laser Ib Imod,pp P BER Budget Budget

[rnA] [rnA] [dBm] penalty @27 -1 @231 - 1

SN7080 60 70 7.5 1.3 dB 16.5 dB 15.2 dB

SN6219 70 70 8.2 0.7 dB 17.7 dB 17 dB
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Figure 5.2: BTB PRBS penalty at 20 Gbit/s with m >:::j 0.7: (a) SN7080; (b)
SN6219
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5.2 20 Gbit/s Transmission No Clock Recovery

The optical transmission system, as shown in figure 5.3 has no clock recovery.
In this set-up the clock is transmitted through the RF connection between the
PPG and the BER analyzer. The BER analyzer however needs a clock in order
to measure the errors correctly.

Pulse Pattern Generator BERAnal er

D
son

Figure 5.3: 20 Cbitls BER measurement set-up, no clock recovery

The clock-to-data alignment procedure of the BER analyzer sets a fixed delay
between the clock and data. This is actually the bottleneck of this system;
temperature changes in the laboratory change the running time of the light
through the fiber. The BER analyzer is not self-adjusting so at a particular
moment the data and clock will run asynchronous with respect to each other.
As a result, the analyzer will sample in noise and count many errors. A constant
temperature can reduce this drift.

During constant temperatures, error-free NRZ PRBS 27 - 1 transmissions
with both lasers at a SSMF fiber length of 37.5 km were measured. On such long
distances, a certain combination of P, ER and eye-width is the upper limit. To
achieve maximum ER at both lasers, a modulation current Imod,pp of 70 rnA was
chosen. SN7080 had an error-free transmission for its full span of bias current
settings (47, ... ,90 mA); SN6219 only at h = 55 mAo At these distances at
these wavelengths the effect of dispersion is negligible. Using SN6219 with a
linewidth of 0.4 nm for a transmission over 40.0 km of the used SSMF (dis
persion zeropoint at 1313 nm with a slope of 0.085 pslnm2 . km), the amount
of dispersion will be about 4 ps.

As stated before, the experiments suffered from the temperature changes in
the laboratory. Both experiments were done on different days under different
conditions. It is most probable laser SN6219 can have error-free transmission
at 37.5 km at higher bias currents. Its eye-widths (figure E.6) especially at
Imod,pp = 70 mA are comparable with those of SN7080 while its P and ER are
better. An attempt was made on a fiber length of 50.0 km of SSMF with laser
SN7080 but at the lowest bias current (h = 47 mA; maximum ER) a BER of
10-8 was the best achievement. Most probably the optical power at the BER
analyzer was too low at this point.

5.3 20 Gbit/s Transmission With Clock Recovery

The results reported in the previous section stimulated to do more advanced
transmission experiments at 20 Cbit Is. To exclude the effects of temperature
changes in the laboratory, a clock should be extracted from the received data
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signal. The resulting scheme could also be used in 'real-life'. A clock recov
ery unit at 20 Gbit/ s is not yet commercially available, so different transmission
schemes were considered. The degradation of the optical signal due to the trans
mission distance (as seen in the previous experiments) still left enough margin
to introduce additional (lossy) elements in the transmission system.

A first option was trying to extract a 10 GH z frequency component from
the 20 Gbit / s PRBS by using a very high Q filter. The spectral lines at PRBS
231 - 1 have 9.3 Hz of spectral spacing, so it should be worth a try to lock on
this component with a 10 GHz receiver containing a high Q filter. During the
experiment, the spectral component at the PRBS 231 - 1 was lost in the noise
band as was also the case for PRBS to 27 - 1.

Second option, which is not based on an extraction of the clock from the
20 Gbit/s data signal, is actually extracting the clock from a 10 Gbit/s data
signal multiplexed with the 20 Gbit/ s signal. A highly sensitive lOG receiver
available from NTT Electronics Corporation (NEL) will generate a 10 Gbit/ s
clock extracted from the received 10 Gbit/ s NRZ PRBS data signal. Sending the
additional bit sequence could be done in two ways, in or out the same wavelength
band.

Sending the 10 Gbit/ s data signal in the same 1300 nm-band would give two
additional coupling losses of 3 dB at the transmitter- and receiver side. Most
probably a SOA would be needed to amplify the signals. Depending on the place
of the SOA in the system, crossphase modulation in the SOA could occur when
two patterns at different bitrates but at almost the same wavelength (1310 nm
and 1316 nm) enter the SOA.

Sending the clock in the 1550 nm-band would be more advantageous. Low
loss Coarse WDM modules can be used to multiplex and de-multiplex both
signals. The clock and data signals do not interfere with each other. A disad
vantage is the rise of dispersion at this wavelength but the used lower bitrate
makes dispersion a less important issue. Another disadvantage is the usage of an
expensive EMR to modulate the 1550 nm laser as well as a possible difference
in fiber delay (due to temperature effects) with the 1300 nm data signal.

The WDM-option to extract the clock is the best solution because there is
no amplifier needed in this scheme (due to the low loss Coarse WDMs). With no
amplification, an error-free transmission is purely based on the laser's quality
concerning the optimal combination of ER, P and eye-width. The transmission
scheme is showed in figure 5.4 with a Link Budget calculation for this scheme
in table 5.2.

Figure 5.4: 20 Gbit/ s WDM BER measurement set-up, with clock recovery

The link budget calculation shows a distance of at least 25 km can be reached
for an error-free transmission at 20 Gbit/ s. Measurement results are shown for
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Table 5.2: Link Budget for transmission scheme of figure 5.4

Element Budget Remaining

contribution margin

1500 nm Tunable Laser -4.2 dBm

NEL Receiver Sensitivity -17 dBm

Total margin: +13 dB

2 Coarse WDM's -1.51 dB ~ 10 dB

25 km SSMF (0.24 dB/km) -6 dB ~4 dB

System margin -4 dB ~O dB

Element Budget Remaining

contribution margin

1300 nm Laser Diode 7.5 dBm

Receiver Sensitivity @27 - 1 -12 dBm

Total margin: +19.5 dB

2 Coarse WDM's -1.51 dB ~ 16.5 dB

25 km SSMF (0.32 dB/km) -8 dB ~ 8.5 dB

System margin -8 dB ~O dB

distances of 25 km and 37.5 km in figures 5.5 and 5.6. These figures have a posi
tive penalty when compared with the BTB plot in figure 5.2b. The measurements
were taken on a different day and after the BTB a particular optical patchcord
was replaced. The set-ups are also quite different, the splitter and the block
ing C give additional losses. This might explain the better performance of 1 dB.
Error-free transmission was possible on both distances but at a slightly different
bias current setting.

For 25 km error-free transmission at all PRBS lengths an ER of 5.06 dB
(h = 60 mA, m = 0.83) was sufficient. Measured optical power at the input of
the lOG Receiver was -15.12 dBm. Measured optical power at the input of the
LightWave Convertor (LWC) was -8.95 dBm. Both values correspond with the
Link Budget.

For 37.5 km error-free transmission at PRBS 27 -1 the ER had to be raised to
6.35 dB (h = 55 mA, m = 0.95). PRBS length 231 _1 gave an BERof 7.5.10- 10 .

The optical power at the input of the lOG Receiver was not measured. Measured
optical power at the input of the LWC was -H.45 dBm. This number is rather
strange because 4 dB of extra attenuation is added and the LD's optical power
is lowered while the received optical power only reduces by 2.5 dB.

Previous measurements have shown the eye-width drops when the ER is
raised from 5.06 to 6.35 dB; for direct modulation at 1300 nm the dispersion is
indeed not the limiting factor. The system margin for 37.5 km is small; trans
mission at 25 km is preferable to have a larger margin of 4 dB for error-free
transmission.
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Chapter 6

Conelusions

The concept of using 1300 nm Directly Modulated Lasers (DMLs) in the Virtual
Core of the RETINA network is experimentally confirmed at ultra-high bitrates
of 20 and 40 Gbit/8 using simple and low cost transmission schemes.

A successful 40 Gbit/8 NRZ transmission over 2.5 km of Standard Single Mode
Fiber (SSMF) is reported using a DML designed by NEL. Optimizing the
receiver-side will result in error-free transmission over longer lengths of SSMF.

An error-free 20 Gbit/s NRZ transmission is reported over 25.0 and 37.5 km
of SSMF when using DMLs, designed by Ortel, in two different transmission
schemes; with and without a clock recovery on the receiver-side.

Generally, by raising the bias current, a gain in fall time is compensated by a
loss in rise time. Nevertheless, overall laser performance improves by raising the
bias current.

Generally, decreasing the modulation depth at a set bias current does not result
in an increase of laser performance. The onset of relaxation oscillation frequen
cies corrupts measurements and damps the response.

K-factor plots predict 3 dB bandwidths up to 40 GHz for the Ortel DMLs. Af
ter estimated the device parameters of the Ortel SN7080, developed dedicated
simulation software shows the modeled laser is capable of generating an open
40 Gbit/s eye pattern when modulated by a non-ideal input current.

A 40 Gbit/8 open eye-pattern can not be generated by any of the two 'Ortel'
DMLs in their current set-up. Major restrictions are components and connectors
used that are specified for bitrates up to 20 Gbit/ s.

The laser characterizing measurements at (ultra- )high bitrates reveal operating
conditions for each of the three lasers to have optimum performance.

Continuous efforts by scientists to improve transmission characteristics of DMLs
confirm the high potential of these lasers to use them in future ultra-high speed
applications at short or medium distances.



Chapter 7

Recommendations

The usage of 1300 nm Directly Modulated Lasers (DMLs) as a low cost and
simple solution to transport at a ultra-high speed the large datastreams that
are generated in the Virtual Core of the Low Frequency ARray (LOFAR).

Optimization of receiver architecture to improve ultra-high speed transmission
at short lengths of SSMF.

Add clock recovery functionality to the 40 Cbitl s transmission scheme

The removal of the complete RF package of the 'Ortel' DMLs to be able to use
its full capabilities at ultra-high bitrates.



Acronyms

Abbreviation

AC
ADM

B4

BCT
BER

BMR
BPF
BTB

C

CP
DC

DFB
DLM
DML
DSF

DWDM
E

EDFA

EM
ELM

EML

EMR
ER
FD

FP
HP

IC

1M

lSI

LAN

Description

Alternating Current
Add-Drop Multiplexer

BraBant BreedBand
Broadband Communication Technologies

Bit-Error Rate

Bandwidth Move-out Ratio
Band Pass Filter
Back-To-Back

Capacitor

Central Processor

Direct Current
Distributed FeedBack

Direct Laser Modulation

Directly Modulated Laser
Dispersion Shifted Fiber

Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing

Electrical
Erbium-Doped Fiber Amplifier

Electro-Magnetic
External Laser Modulation
External Modulated Laser

External Modulator
Extinction Ratio

Frequency Domain

Fabry-Perot
Hewlett Packard

Integrated Circuit

Intensity Modulation
Inter Symbol Interference

Local Area Network
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- continued from previous page

Abbreviation Description

LASER

LD

LED

LOFAR
LPF

LWC
MSc
MQW

NEL

NRC
NRZ

o
OFC
OE

OTDM

RETINA

PD

PTE
PPG

PRBS

QW
R.-K.
RF

SDH
SMA

SNR

SOA
SONET
SDM
SSMF

TD
TEC
TTE

TUje

USA

VPI
WDM

Light Amplification by the Stimulated Emission
of Radiation
Laser Diode
Light Emitting Diode

Low Frequency ARray

Low Pass Filter

LightWave Convertor

Master of Science
Multiple Quantum Well

NTT Electronics Corporation
National Research Combination

Non-Return to Zero

Optical
Optical Fiber Communication Conference

Opto-Electical

Optical Time Domain Multiplexing
Remote Elements Telescope Intelligent Network
Architecture
Photo Diode

Periodic Table of Elements
Pulse Pattern Generator

Pseudo-Random Bit Sequence

Quantum Well
Runge-Kutta
Radio Frequency

Synchronous Digital Hierarchy

SubMiniature A

Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Semiconductor Optical Amplifier

Synchronous Optical Network
Space Division Multiplexing
Standard Single Mode Fiber

Time Domain

Thermo-Electric Cooler
Telecommunication Technologies and Electro
magnetism

Technische Universiteit Eindhoven

United States of America

Virtual Photonics Institute
Wavelength Division Multiplexing



List of Constants and
Symbols

Constants

Constant Value

c 2.998· 108 m . 8-1

EO 8.8542 . 10~12 F . m-1

h 6.625 . 10-34 J ' 8-1

Ii h/21r
1r 3.14159
q -1.6.10-- 19 C

Symbols

Description

Speed of light in vacuum
Dielectrical coefficient of vacuum

Planck's constant

Planck's constant

Pi
Charge of an electron

Symbol Unit

Al
As

Ac->v

Bc->v

B max 8- 1

Bv->c

f3 m-1

f3s p

D C 'm- 2

E V· m-1

Et
m V'm-1

Description

Active layer gain coefficient

Linewidth enhancement factor enhancement
factor enhancement factor enhancement factor
enhancement factor
Amplitude forward- and backward traveling
waves

Aluminium
Arsenide

Rate constant

Rate constant
Maximum achievable bitrate

Rate constant
Propagation constant
Spontaneous emission factor

Electric flux density

Electric field
mth eigenmode along the y-axis of an electrical
field in an unperturbed medium
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Symbol Unit Description

E e eV Conduction band level
E FA eV Acceptor Fermi level
E FD eV Donor Fermi level

EFi eV Intrinsic Fermi level
E g eV Bandgap energy
E i V 'm- 1 Field of incident wave
E r V 'm- 1 Field of reflected wave
Ev eV Valence band level
10 F'm- 1 Dielectrical coefficient of a medium

109 m 3 Non-linear gain coefficient

170 External efficiency
f Hz Frequency

hdB Hz 3 dB frequency

fe eV Conduction band electron occupation probabil-
ity

fpar S-l Parasitic frequency

frel s-l Relaxation oscillation frequency

fv eV Valence band electron occupation probability

go m 3 . S-l Gain slope coefficient

Ga Gallium

I m-1 Exponential gain constant

1m m-1 Exponential gain constant at threshold
f Optical confinement factor

fd S-l Damping factor

It A Injected current in active area
10 A DC current

I40G A 40 Gbit . S-l ideal operating bias current

h A Bias current

Imod A Modulation current
i mod A Amplitude of modulation current

Imod,pp A Peak-to-peak modulation current

IpD A Photo diode current
I th A Threshold current
In Indium
K s K-factor
k m- 1 Wavevector

kx m- 1 Wavevector in terms of cavity dimensions - x-
dimension

k y m- 1 Wavevector in terms of cavity dimensions - y-
dimension
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Symbol Unit Description

77

L
A
A
m

m*

J.L

J.Le
6n

N
N

N

W

WQ

W3dB

Wm

Wos c

Wrel

p

P

Po
P pert

¢>

rc--+v

Pc

Pv
S

S
Si

m
m

kg

H'm-1

m-3

m-3

m-3

m-3

8-1

8-1

rad. 8- 1

rad. 8- 1

rad. 8-1

rad. 8-1

rad. 8- 1

rad. 8-1

W
F· V ·m-2

F·V·m- 2

F·V·m- 2

rad
8-1

8-1

n
8-1

m-3eV
m-3eV
m-3

m-3

Wavevector in terms of cavity dimensions - z
dimension
Photon wavevector

Electron wavevector

Coupling coefficient

Length
Wavelength

Period of a corrugation in a waveguide
Modulation depth

Effective mass of electron

Magnetic permeability of a medium
Effective refractive index

Refractive index difference

Number of modes in QW
Carrier density

Steady-state carrier density
Carrier density at transparency

Electron density at threshold

Optical frequency

Frequency chirp

Angular frequency

Peak angular frequency
3 dB angular frequency

Angular frequency at threshold
Oscillation angular frequency

Peak angular frequency

Optical power
Polarization

Polarization of unperturbed medium
Polarization of perturbed medium

Phase

Stimulated emission rate
Spontaneous emission rate

Thermistor resistance

Absorption rate
Conduction band electron state density
Valence band electron state density

Photon density

Steady-state photon density
Silicium
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Tp S

V m3

'Ug m. 8- 1

Y; 8-1

Zi 8-2

Zn
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Symbol Unit Description

t s Time

tf 8 Fall time
tr 8 Rise time

ttotal 8 Sum of rise- and fall time for one bit transition
Carrier lifetime
Photon lifetime

Active volume

Mode group velocity
ith laser transfer function model parameter

ith laser transfer function model parameter

Zinc
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Appendix A

Results and Measurements
Laser N EL207747

This Appendix shows results obtained with a laser designed and marketed by
NEL, type N LK5B5E2KA, acquired by the ECO group in March 2003. This
particular laser is equipped with a K-type connector that is specified up to
40 GHz so in potential very suitable for 40 Gbit/s. The test sheet provided
with the laser showed a Cut-off frequency of over 20 GH z. These specifications
were very promising so 20 and 40 Gbit / s laser characterization and transmission
experiments were done.

Similar measurement schemes as shown in chapters 4 and 5 were used for
the (I,P)-measurement, characterization measurements, 40 Gbit/ s BTB mea
surement and the 40 Gbit/ s transmission experiment over 2.5 km of SSMF.
However, the RF attenuators, DC Blocking Cs and other kinds of components
are replaced by components with specifications at least up to 40 GHz. The PD
is replaced by one with a transimpedance amplifier.

The results are shown in this chapter. The NEL207747 has a similar be
haviour as the Agere lasers. We can conclude the saturation effect as seen in
all the 10 Gbit/s bitsequences is dominated by a physical effect (lateral carrier
diffusion) and not by the parasitic influences. The pattern dependency is still
present but the place shifted compared with the Agere lasers.

"

?/ .

/
// ...

Figure A.I: Measured Output Power Laser N EL207747
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Figure A.2: 10 Gbitj s PRBS 27 - 1 bit sequence generated by N EL207747;
offset 19.8 mV, 200 psjdiv
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Figure A.3: Sum of 10% - 90% rise and fall times per bit transition (as defined
in figure A.4) in 40 Gbitj s PRBS 27 - 1 bit sequence for N EL207747 at two
bias currents
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Figure A.5: 40 Gbit/s PRBS 27 -1 bit sequences generated by NEL207747: (a)
offset 30.0 m V, 50 ps / div; (b) offset 43.0 mV, 50 ps / div
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Figure A.6: Laser characterizing measurements on ER and eyewidth at different
modulation depths for NEL207747; (a) and (b) 20 Gbit/s; (c) and (d) 40 Gbit/s
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Figure A.7: Eye patterns at different biascurrents for NEL207747; (a),(c) and
(e) 20 Gbit/s @20 ps/div; (b),(d) and (f) 40 Gbit/s @10 ps/div
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(a) Laser output

~..." ~e (aIba:e lilli,"" t!'!~

(b) Fiber output

Figure A.8: 40 Gbit/s PRBS 27 -1 eye patterns generated by N EL207747 before
and after transmission over 2.5 km of SSMFj h = 95 mA at Toperating = 10° C 1

10 ps/div
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Figure A.9: 40 Gbitls PRBS 2'7 - 1 BER measurements for N E£207747;
P 95mA = 10.27 dBm, P100mA = 10.36 dBm, both at Toperatillg = 100 C



Appendix B

General Coupled-Wave
Equations

Multiple modes exist in the output spectrum of the FP laser (figure 2.5(b)). In
an ideal dielectrical waveguide, the modes don't exchange energy so they co-exist
independent of each other. However, placing a perturbation inside the waveguide
causes a coupling between the traveling modes. The constitutive relationship for
the electric flux density D relates the electric field E in the dielectric to (vacuum)
with the polarization P [39][32] according to

D = €oE+P (B.1)

Equation (8.1) states. at a constant field E, a change of dielectric will change
D by an amount of P. So a polarization source Ppert(r, t) can be used to describe
the effects of a perturbation or a corrugation (a series of perturbations) in the
waveguide. Combining (8.1) with (2.2.7) results in a wave equation containing
P [30] by

\72 E( ) _ 82 E(r, t) 82P(r, t)
r 1 t - J.l€o 8t2 + J.l 8t2

The polarization term P(r, t) can be split up into two parts like

P(r, t) = Po(r, t) + Ppert(r, t)

(B.2)

(B.3)

with the polarization P given by a term related to the unperturbed medium
Po(r, t) and a term related to the perturbed medium Ppert(r, t). The term
Po(r, t) can be expressed by

Po(r, t) = (€(r, t) - €o)E(r, t) (B.4)

Using equation (B.4) and (B.3) with (B.2) will result in an equation for
the (in this case) y-component Ey(r, t) of the mode field as a function of the
perturbation polarization P pert(r, t) [30][32] such as

2 82Ey(r,t) 82
[ ]

\7 E y - w(r) 8t2 = J.l 8t2 Ppert(r, t) y (B.5)
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Similar expressions are valid for Ex and E z. Here r is equal to (x, z). In the
continuance of the derivation, the possibility of coupling to the radiation modes1

is neglected. The total field Ey(r, t) (the solution of (B.5)) in the perturbation
will now only consist of a superposition of confined, guided or eigenmodes

Ey(r, t) = ~ L A~) (z)[~m) (x)exp(±)j(wt-.8mZ) + c.c. (B.6)
m

with [~m) (x) the mth eigenmode (E-field) of the unperturbed dielectricum,
A(±) the amplitudes of the forward- and backward traveling modes and "c.c." as
the complex conjugated term. Assuming stationary waves with slowly varying
amplitudes, the final equation for the Motion Of the Amplitude (MOA-equation)
in the perturbed area results by combining equations (B.5) and (B.6).

Mode orthogonality [32]

The orthogonality is a property of the field distributions or modes
in the waveguide. The expression (2.2.6) describes the transverse- or
mode structure of the E-field in the dielectricum. There is a corre
sponding magnetic field distribution for each mode. The guided or
eigenmodes satisfy the following requirement for orthogonality

(B.7)

with bpq the Kronecker delta function which is unity when p = q.
The radiation modes satisfy a slightly different relationship. Assum
ing only a TE-mode, equation (B.7) can be simplified when 1ix is
expressed in terms of [y by

}
'OO 2wp,

[p(x)[q(x)dx = -(3bpq
-00 p

(B.8)

To simplify the MOA-equation, the orthogonality of the modes is used and
the assumption is made there is no coupling between the X-, y-, z-fields in the
cavity. Like in (B.8), next steps are to multiply the whole MOA-equation with
[p(x) and to integrate the equation over x. Result is a general equation which
can be used to describe multiple ways of mode coupling according to [32]

dA~-). dA~+).
~exp1(wt+l3,Z) _ ~exp1(wt-.8,Z) - c.c. =

_~ 88
2

2
}'OO [ppert (r, t)] [~s) (x)dx (B.9)

2w t -00 y

[Radiation modes are solutions of (2.2.7) for kon[ < f3 < kon3 and 0 < f3 < kon[. The
resulting field is sinusoidal in both the guidance layers n] and n3 of the dielectrical waveguide.
Radiation modes are used to accurately describe any arbitrary electric field as a function of
its eigenmodes.
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The general equation (B.9) will be used to describe the mode coupling caused
by the corrugation as shown in figure B.!. The periodic change of refractive
index in the waveguide provides strong coupling between the traveling modes in
the waveguide. Strong coupling can cause a complete energy transfer between
modes. The DFB grating structure is shown in figure 2.6(a).

z=o
I
I
I

I~
,--_I

Guiding layer

Substrate

Figure B.1: Corrugated periodic waveguide ([30], page 493)

As stated earlier, a change of dielectric will change D by an amount of P. The
dielectric of the perturbation .6.l':(r) varies with the refractive index according
to .6.l':(r) == l':o.6.n2(r). In combination with (B.3) and (B.4), the field induced
polarization at the perturbation can be described by

P pert (r, t) = .6.l':(r)E(r, t) = .6.n2(r)l':oE(r, t) (B.lO)

Considering (B.lO) in combination with (B.5) as well as the notion that
.6.n2(r) is a scalar, it follows the corrugation in figure B.l only couples TE-TE
modes (or: TM-TM modes) and not TE-TM modes.

The y-component of the polarization at the perturbation can be given by
substituting (B.6) in (B.lO) resulting in

[ppert(r, t)]y = .6.n2~r)l':o L [A~) (z)£~m)(x)expi(wt-.BmZ) + c.c.]
m

(B.ll )

Equation (B.ll) completely describes [Ppert(r, t)]y in field terms. So, finally,
the coupling between the forward- and backward traveling wave is a result of
substituting (B.ll) in the general mode coupling equation (B.9) according to

(B.12)

The right-hand term in (B.12) can be regarded as the driving term in the
change of the amplitudes of the forward- and backward traveling wave, dA1+) / dz
and dA1-) /dz respectively. When the left- and right-handed term of (B.12)) have
different operating frequencies, their interaction will average out to zero over a
longer period of time. So, a requirement for constructive interaction is to have
equal frequencies left and right.
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A second observation tells the driving term and the source term should have
the same phase dependence exp-2 if3 z so their interaction does not average out
to zero over the distance. With the phase-equality requirement, the designer
can choose whether the forward traveling wave or the backward traveling wave
will be excited. When the forward traveling wave has to be excited, at least one
term on the right-hand side of (B.12) has to vary like exp-2i f3. z with /3m ~ /3s.
If the other modes do not fulfill this requirement, they will average out to zero
so it is no problem in this case to only regard the forward traveling wave in the
left term.

The two observations are very important in deriving the correct equations
for the coupling of the waves in the corrugated waveguide.

Next step is to introduce a detailed mathematical description for the struc
ture in the guiding layer. As shown in figure B.1, the refractive index variation
is similar to a square wave with amplitude L.n2(x), period I\. (=> w = 21r/1\.)
and pulse width 1\./2. A Fourier series can be used to express the square wave
in frequency components such that

. [ 1 2 ( 21rZ 1 61rZ
L.n2(r) = L.n2(x) - + - sin - + - sin -\-+

2 1r I\. 3 1

1 . l· 21rz )]... + ism-I\.- + ...

with

(B.13)

-a:::: x:::: 0
elsewhere

This equals to

L.n2 (r) = L.n2(x) L al . ex~l(z l = 1,3,5,.. . (B.14)
I

with ( = 21r / I\. = 2/30. The phase-equality requirement implies the coupling
of the forward- and backward wave when 2l/30 = 2/35. The angular frequency w

will be equal to Wo when it will equal /3(w) to its Bragg value, /30 == l1r / 1\.. So Wo
is the Bragg (angular) frequency of the corrugated waveguide.

Let's define L./3 as (/3s - /30). The coupling between the forward A1+) and
the backward A1-) wave by the lth harmonic of L.n2 (r) can be described by the
following coupled wave equations. An illustration is shown in figure B.2.

dA~+)

dz
dA1-)

dz

with

(B.15a)

(B.15b)

K = jw:oal 100
00

L.n2(x)[£~8)(x)rdx

with K as the coupling coefficient.
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z=o I
I Substrate

IA~+)(O)12 : /A(+)( )/2
~ i~SZ
IAt) (0)1

2
: ~/A-:(~-)-:-2-----~...~
I _ s (Z)/ I
o ---..:..:.-----~~...~-

Figure B.2: Forward and backward traveling waves passive corrugated waveguide
([30], page 497)
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PPG Plots

12 ,. 1.8 II :2 2.2 U

r_I.1 .,ll"'

nr ,~II
i·...

': II

_....-
1 ~ rI I
I Jl j l j l

(a) 500 ps/di'U, 70 mA pp (b) 2 ns/div, 70 mApp

Figure C.l: 2.5 Gbit/s PPG bit sequence: (a) measured; (b) simulated

"'r
""r.... r
OD1~

_....-

(a) 200 p8/div, I~od.PP = 70 rnA (b) 200 ps/div, I~od.pp = 70 rnA

Figure C.2: 10 Gbit/s PPG bit sequence: (a) mea.'Jured; (b) simulated
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o~ ~ 6 7 a 9 13 I.
r.... l-l ~ 1("''''

I

"'---_J
'"' I
"" I

(a) 100 p8/d'iv, I~od,pp = 70 mA (b) 100 p8/div, I~od,pp = 70 mA

Figure C,3: 20 Gbit/s PPG bit sequence: (a) measured; (b) simulated

1---...1---

0,'-----0----:---7"-7,------:-,---0,~-----o,------;;;-------,,~,
T_I.I .,0....

(a) 100 p8/div, I~od,pp = 70 mA (b) 100 p8/div, I~od,pp = 70 mA

Figure CA: 40 Gbit/s PPG bit sequence: (a) measured; (b) simulated

l

,/,..,

I

t
"o!--------=--=-----=..--=..o----=---,:=:----c!

T.... l"")

(a) 200 p8/div, I~od,pp = 70 mA (b) 200 p8/div, I~od,pp = 70 mA

Figure C.5: 2.5 Gbd/s PPG eye-pattern: (a) measured; (b) simulated
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" " "
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I
1\t I
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\
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(a) 20 ps/div, lmod,pp = 70 mA (b) 50 ps/div, [mod.pp = 70 mA

Figure C,6: 10 Gbit(s PPG eye-pattern: (a) measured; (b) simulated

(a) 10 ps/div, lmod.pp = 70 mA

~o~--;;--,:;-----;:c--;:;.,-~~;;--~~
'_pi

(b) 20 ps/div, lmod,pp = 70 mA

Figure C,7: 20 Gbitjs PPG eye-pattern: (a) measured; (b) simulated

(a) 5 ps/div, lmod.pp = 70 mA (b) 10 ps/div, [mod,pp -= 70 mA

Figure C.8: 40 Gbitjs PPG eye-pattern: (a) measured; (b) simulated
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CURVEJITIING,M

APPENDIX D. FLOWCHARTS MATLAB PROGRAMS

answ1 ='SN7080' answ1='SN6219'

Export data?

answ4='y, 'n"

Plot graphics?

answ5='y', 'n'

~MJ.5.;;oS;20-2,;102~wrl+--:an:s:w2::,='~s'---J answ2:;;:'o'
I arameters, ow!>-------+1

or standard

xO=[yO ZO Y1 Z1]'

Enter allow
ad ret error

start WHILE-loop, conrd in next chart

Enter value for YO
Enter value for ZO
Enter value tor Y1
Enter value tor Z1

Figure D.l: Flowchart Y, Z-parameter fit procedure CURVE...FITTING.M
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START

WHILE-loop

111

Index
counter CQunter<.=

loop_steps
FALSE exit WHILE-loop and continue

with CURVEFITIING.M

k=1, ..•201

Newton Iteration loop

including a plot routine
to pial S_OF_SQ

k=1, ....201 while rei err>rel elT max &. ...
iterBtlon_steps<::;max_iteration

if answ5=='y' )----'

TRUE

rel_elT. iteration_steps and elToryer.JXlint
on screen

TRUE

Figure D.2: Flowchart Y, Z-parameter fit procedure WHILE-loop
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MAIN.M

APPENDIX D. FLOWCHARTS MATLAB PROGRAlVIS

CARTLEDGE_DATA.M
a5='Cartle' a5='SN70aO'

What laser? r-----------L~S~N~7o~a~o-dD~A~T~A~.M~

Figure D.3: Flowchart simulation MAIN. M
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START

113

DCSETTINGS.M

TRUE
set factor and tcurrent

factor
tcurrent

ansres='n'
resolution=20000

resolution

FALSE

ansres='y'

set factor, u and tcurrent

factor
u
tcurrent

Figure D.4: Flowchart simulation DC_SETTINGS.M
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START

[zero
Imod

a3=='n'
frequency=10e9

frequency frequency

bilsequence

What
bitsequence?

a1=='p'

Enter preference for all plots or only the generated bilsequence

bitsequence

bitsequence=[OOOOOOO1000001 0 11100 110010 1..
....0101111111000000100000110000J

RETURN

Figure D.5: Flowchart simulation AC-SETIINGS.M
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START

~ Idealblock
=='5'

FALSE

set base-samplerate
set samples
set samplesteps
set fsample
set sampleperiod

currant

bitstream(frequency. samplesteps....
Ibias, Imod, bitsequence)

BITSTREAM.M

penod
current_step

TRUE

Initiate small spline routine when amount of samplesteps-=100

new_block

set Nyquistfreq
set fcutoff
set filterorder
setnf

set coefficients ff1terorder-order Butterwortl1 niter
witll cutoff-<:utoff-frequency

>__:FA~L~S~E~_---1~~~~"""""""sat n_and --,...- RETURN

shape
routine

Initiata splina routine to increase the sample
frequency because of the chosen solver

factor

Figure D.6: Flowchart simulation AC_CURRF.NT.M
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BITSTREAM.M

APPENDIX D. FLOWCHARTS MATLAB PROGRAMS

START

set period
set Ibias
set Imodyp
set Itop
set bitsteps
set bitsequence

while sleps<=lolalsteps

RETURN

Figure D.7: Flowchart simulation BITSTREAM. M

START

while loop to calculate N,S and phi
and to fill the tcarrier-vector

N
S
phi

RETURN

Figure D.8: Flowchart simulation RlLPROCEDURE.M
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Results and Measurements
Laser SN6219
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Figure E.l: Measured Output Power Laser SN6219
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-OOo~--:-----C-------cC----;.--;';;-.. ------;'';-,---;;--;;------;';;-------;.,.
Mocl.t.icnFreqJerc:yIGHzI

(a)

-5

-100!----:-~-O__--=.-~.. ------;,':-,~------;-=---c,':-. ~,.
~I(ftFrelJlerqIGHzI

(b)

Figure E.2: Measured Responses Laser SN6219: (a) Intensity Modulation; (b)
subtracted responses
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Figure E.3: Y,Z-fit on subtracted measured transfer functions of laser SN6219:
(a) after initializing; (b) relative error per iteration step; (c) final result
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i ... ·

1-70

_1l~L-,_-::-:-_~---::,..---'-, _-:':-_--:-_:::------!
Tirrelnel

Figure E.4: Measured reflections of SN6219 in the time-domain: probe, 3 dB
attenuator, blocking C, waveguide and laser
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Figure E.5: Modulation depth versus Extinction Ratio for SN6219: (a)
10 Gbit/sj (b) 20 Gb·it/s
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"

''"
Figure E.6: Bias current versus eye-width for SN6219 at 20 Gbit/s
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Figure E.7: Sum of rise and fall times per bit transition in 10 Gbit/s PRBS
27 - 1 bit sequence for S N6219 at three bias currents
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HP Data Retrieval
Procedure

The HP Network Analyzer HP8703A is able to export the measured data on a
portable floppy disk. This procedure is at present rather inflexible due to the fact
the machine exports its data in the HP's Logical Interchange Format (LIF); an
unreadable format for regular Windows- and Unix based computers nowadays.
Programmers struggling with this system problem have written converters to
convert the file from LIF to an ASCII-DOS format, readable by Windows ma
chines. The program LIFUTIL.EXE1 is suitable to excute the conversion. There
is only one drawback: the user needs to have a computer with a Windows'95
Operating System or a system running under DOS. More recent versions of
Windows will not allow LIFUTIL.EXE to work.

After a measurement the standard procedure for exporting data on a floppy
disk has to be followed. Starting from the menu SAVE choose STORE TO DISK ~
DEFINE STORE. The user enters a menu where it can set which arrays to export.
The Data Processing Flow Diagram in the manual of the HP8703A (page 1-7)
indicates six different arrays can be exported. Only the FORMAT ARRAY contains
the measurement data as seen on the display. The other arrays contain i.e. raw
data or calibration data. Using the option FORMAT ARRAY in the DEFINE STORE
menu the user can export this particular array.

Using the option DISK FILE FORMAT in the DEFINE STORE menu the user can
choose an ASCII or BINARY format to export the array(s). The ASCII option is
preferable in order to be able to have an immediate processing of the data. When
the data is exported in BINARY format, an extra converter has to be used to
convert the data to an ASCII-DOS format. This converter is CVT.EXE2 . Both
converters operate in DOS-mode. Both discussed converters have a clear menu
structure and are easy to operate. The converted ASCII-DOS files can be read
with standard Windows programs like Notepad. Once the data is successfully
converted and stored onto the computer, it is time to process the data with
programs like Microsoft Excel or Matlab.

The general structure of an exported measurement file (i.e. created by a

iTo download at: http)/ftp.agilent.com/pub/mpusup/pc/old/LIFARC.EXE ; this exe
cutable contains eight packed files.

2LIFARC.EXE contains CVT.EXE
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(F.l)

HP8703A Network Analyzer) is according to the CITIfile data format. Shown
below is the CITIfile data format of the FORMAT ARRAY

CITIfile structure

% Header part

CITIfile A.Ol.OO
#NA VERSION HP8703A.Ol.OO
NAME FORMATTED
VAR FREQ MAG 201
DATA S RI
SEG-lISLBEGIN
SEG 130000000 20000000000 201
SEG-lIST.END

% Data part

BEGIN
-3.56434E-2, -1.33432E-3
-3.53543E-2, -1.34332E-3
-3.52453E-2, -1.35232E-3

END

Most important information of the Header part is listed between
SEG-lIST..BEGIN and SEG-lIST.END, namely the start- and end frequencies with
the amount of sample points. In this case the measurement started at a frequency
of 130 MHz, ended at 20 GHz and had 201 sample points. The formula given
in the manual to calculate the sample-stepsize is according to

I
-I (n - 1) . Istop - Istart

n - start + .
#pmnts

with n = [1, ... , #points].
The Data part of the CITIfile obviously contains as much data entries as

sample points. In this case, the entry DATA S RI indicates the data contains a
S-parameter measurement with the data in a Real and Imaginary (RI) format.
More detailed information on the CITIfile can be found in the Google News
group3 comp.sys.hp where Chuck Corley has written a help-file in 1993. Search
terms" LIF HP 8703 CONVERT PC" led to this file.

3Google Newgroups: http://groups.google.com
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